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CHAPTER I 
INTROWCTION 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship of 
television-viewing behavior and social development of yot1ng children. 
Tb.e aspects of television-viewing behavior on which the study focused 
were the length of time spent in viewing, the types of programs viewed, 
the intensity of the child's viewing, the child's companions while 
viewing, and the parent's attitudes toward the. child's viewing. 'nt.e 
aspects of social develoP11ent on which the study focused were the 
child's social conformity, the child's social value within his peer 
grOltp, aad the child's attention span during free play activity. All 
of these variables together with age and sex were analyzed in an 
attempt to gain an increased understanding_of the role of television 
viewing in the social development of young children. 
Sisnificance of the Problem 
Young children are watching many hours of television each day; 
this is reduciD.g the nmaber of hours available for interaction with 
people. Experienced teachers have reported increasing numbers of 
interpersonal conflicts throughout childhood and decreasing attention 
spans as the usage of television has increased. 
Ma~y research efforts concerned with the influence of television 
have beea focused on antisocial behavior or aggression. Aggressive 
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behavior is conspicuous, but it is only one aspect of social behavior; 
and to gain a better understanding of the effect of television on 
social behavior, one must look at peer relations and play behavior. 
Rightly or wrongly, negative changes in peer relations and play 
behavior have been attributed to increases in the time spent watching 
televisiea. 
Experienced teachers have reported marked changes in children's 
play behavior whea television viewing has increased. They have noted 
a decrease in imaginative and creative play and an increase in aimless 
runaiag areuad. Other changes noted in the quality of play have been 
low frustratien tolerance, poor persistence, and confusion about 
reality and fantasy. 
Problem 
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'!be years from three to five have been called the play age, and 
the child at this time is known to be highly impressionable. His 
imagination expands as his ability to c0111111Unicate and to move about 
freely increases. At the same time, he develops a conscience and has 
his first encounters with feelings of guilt. The attitudes and values 
which begin to fenr _dwring these years may be important to the child 
for the rest of his life. This impressionable age was the one chosen 
for study in this research. If television viewing influences the 
development of childrea, then evidence of this influence may be 
apparent during these early years. Additional effects may be apparent 
at a later time from lateat effects. Longitudinal research has indi-
cated long term relationships between viewing televisioa vielence and 
adult attitudes (Lefkowitz, Eron, Walder, Huesman, 1972). 
Television has cut markedly into the play time of children; and 
for some childrea this may be a major loss inasmuch as play contributes 
to all areas of a child's development, e.g., social, emotional, physical, 
and intellectual. Children spend more ti•e watching television than in 
any other activity except sleeping. It has beea reported that house-
holds with preschool children ba•e aa average television-viewing time 
of from 18 hours (Witty, 1967) to 31 hours (Stevenson, 1972) per week. 
The ability to play seems to be affected in many children. 
'nle importance of play in the development of children has beea 
recognized for years; but today, frequently, the importance of play 
is acknowledged ia lipservice only. For many children television 
viewing has become a substitute for play and has apparently been 
encouraged by those whe voald use television as a baby sitter. The 
loss of play, rather than television per se, may be the cause of the 
apparent negative effects that have been attributed to television. 
Play serves the purposes for youag children that work serves for 
advlts. Play offers children safe methods of working out feelings, of 
trying roles, of coping with life's many defeats and frustrations, of 
trying new experiences, and of fostering feelings of self worth and 
security. In play the child may safely change from helpless puppy to 
ferocious tiger any time he wishes. The child is in control of bis 
surro~ndings in this one situation. This opportunity allows the child 
to sort out the differences between reality and fantasy as he is ready 
to do so. 
Some of the impertant types of play engaged in by young children 
are dramatic play, block and construction play, water play, graphic 
arts play, gross 110tor play, and rhythmic play. Each child progresses 
through predictable social stages in these types of play. Children 
first play alone in solitary play. 'lbey next observe and play beside 
another child ia parallel play. Two children may be playing with 
trucks side by side; r•t there is ao interaction between the children 
abeut what they are deing; this is parallel play. The third stage of 
play, asseciative play, iavolves several children playing together 
with little depth of interaction. Four children may play cowboys and 
Iadians with a great deal of chasing and yelling; if one child drops 
out of tke game or a fifth cbild drops inte the game, the game can 
coatinue with no imbalance caused by the cbaage in the players; this 
is asseciative play. The fourth level of play, cooperative play, 
involves important depeadeace and iateractien between the players in 
the game. If one of two firemen in a dramatic play sequence quits 
playing tke game, tbe squad is unable to function adequately; this is 
dra1118tic play. 
Most children progress systematically from solitary play in 
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infancy to an initial cooperative play stage during the fourth to fifth 
year of life. Along with the changes in the social conteat of play the 
attention spans of yo111Dg children chaage. Attention spans seem to 
reflect the child's caroaolegical and mental age aad the type sti•ula-
tion he is experiencing from the persons or toys in his surroundings. 
The average attention apaas for girls are consistently higher than '" 
the average attention spans fer boys. The average atteation spans for 
celaplex stimuli are greater thaa for •imple stimuli. In general, older 
childrea have longer ayerage attention spans than younger children. 
Bett (1923) fe•nd the mean attention spans for three-year-old 
children were 4.7 •in•tes and for four-year-old children were 5.6 
'. , 
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miautes. These children were playing in child choices of toys such as 
blocks, peg beards, dolls, puzzles, tricycles, and similar toys. 
Van Alstyne (1932) ia a study of 112 preschool children found the 
average attention spans of three-year-old children were 8.9 minutes 
aad of four-year-old children. were 12.3 minutes. These children were 
playing in free play group situations with blocks, a doll corner, clay, 
and graphic arts materials. 
Jenkias, Schacter, aad Bauer (1953) reported that three-year-old 
girls with si•ple stimali had average attention spans of 12 minutes; 
three-year-old girls with c011plex stimuli had average attentien spans 
of 14 minutes. Three-year-old boys with simple stimuli had average 
atteatioa spaas of five minutes; three-year-old boys with' complex 
stim•li had average attention spans of eight minutes. Four-year-old 
girls with si•ple stimuli had average atteation spans of nine minutes; 
four-year-old girls with complex stimuli had average attention spans 
of 15 miautes. Fcn1r-year-old boys with simple stimuli bad average 
atteatioa spa.as of eight •inutes; four-year-old boys with c011plex 
stimuli had average attention spans of ten minutes. ntese children 
were playing vitb form beard type play meterials. 
Spe_c:ific Purposes 
This study was designed to provide descriptive informatioR about 
the characteristic behavior shown by yoUlllg middle-class children as 
they viewed television aad to investigate the relationship of their 
tele•ision-vieving behavior and their social development. The 
childrea studied were enrolled in the University of Arkansas Laboratory 
Narsery School at Fayetteville, Arkansas. The aspects of social 
! \ 
developmea~ inyestigated were the child's social freedom or rigid 
confo1111ity, the child's reciprocal social relations with peers in a 
group, and the child's attention span in a free play group situation. 
DescriptiYe InformatioA 
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The descriptive infol'll&tion was concerned with the amount of 
television viewed, tbe intensity with which television was viewed, the 
specific teleyision programs viewed, the companionship of the child 
during televisiea-vlewing time, and the parental attitudes toward tele-
vlsioa viewed by the child. This information was obtained by having the 
parent of each child participating in the study complete two one-week 
Televisioa-Vlewing Inventory fot'llls which were developed for this study. 
Hyp!theses Investigated 
The hypotheses in tbls study concern the relationships between 
televisiea-viewing behavior and social development la early childhood 
as portrayed by 32 middle-class children enrolled in the University of 
Arkansas Laboratory Narsery School at Fayetteville, Arkansas. .The 
following specific hypotheses are offered for investigation. 
Hypetheses Related to Age 
1. There ls no relationsbi p between age and viewing time. 
2. There is no relationsbi p between age and intensity of viewing. 
3. There ls ao relationship betveea age and social coafol'111ity 
scores. 
4. There is no relationship between age and social relations 
scores. 
5. There is no relationship between age and attention span. 
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Jtxpotheses Related to Sex 
6. There is ne relation.ship between sex and viewing time. 
7. There is no relationship between sex and intensity of viewing. 
8. There is no relationship between sex and social conformity 
scores. 
9. There is no relationship between sex and social relations 
scores. 
10. There is no relationship between sex and attention span. 
Hypotheses Related to Television Viewing 
U. ntere is no relationship between the amount of tele'rision-
viewing time and social conformity scores. 
12. There is no relationship between the intensity of television 
viewing and social conformity scores. 
13. 'nlere is no relationship between the companionship while 
viewing television aad social conformity scores. 
14. There is no relationship between the amount of television-
viewing time and social relations scores. 
15. 'lbere is no relationship between the intensity of television 
viewing and social relations scores. 
16. There is no relationship between the companionship while 
viewing television and social relations scores. 
17. There is no relationship bet~eea the amount of television-
viewing time and attention span. 
18. There is no relatiODship between the intensity of television 
viewing and attention spaa. 
19. There is no relationship between the companionship while 
viewing television and attention span. 
Hypotheses Related to Social Conformity and 
Social Relations Scores 
20. 'lbere is no relationship between social conformity scores 
and social relations scores. 
8 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF '111! LITERAnJRE 
Television viewing is a world-wide behavior. The number of 
television sets aad the amount of time spent in viewing them seems 
te be increasing steadily. The current average weekly viewing time 
for preschool children. is between 23 and 33 hours (Gadberry, 1974). 
Children who watch television spend less ti•e playing; they are 
qaieter; they move less; and they enjoy less parental interaction. 
An Australian teacher after visiting aad teaching in the United 
States for one year vret• her predictions of the American child by the 
ti•e of tae "spearpoint" of civilization. 
Much of what they do learn and regularly, is from the many 
accessible screeas before which they loll frOl'll the 110men.t they 
wake. They talk ia high piercing voices to compete with the TV 
~llllle 9 simultaneo•sly, and with an air of playing a TV role, so 
that you can't distinguish a TV role from the living performance. 
Children engaged in watching the screen. are.as good as the charac-
ters portrayed on it, so that they often fiad themselves answer-
ing a person on screen instead of the off screen. The word 
"love" has li>eea a dropout from the lallguage light-years age. 
Tb.ey talk persistently ••d si•ultaneously, meaning none of 
what they say 9 b•t talk for the sake of talking. There's an air 
aaout it as though each vere playing some well-learnt TV role. 
They gesture a lot aad throw their arms and stride in pseudo 
passion (Ashton-Warner, 1972, 217-219). 
The Tele•ision Industry 
From Past to Present 
Television has become a part of the American way of life. In 1971 
892 active cllaanels broadcast daily to over 60 million, or 96 percent 
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of America's homes (Gerbner, 1972, 388). This entertainment medium has 
had a rapid growth rate. nie first television patent was issued in 
Germaay la 1884. In 1926 John L. Baird demonstrated a complete tele-
viaioa set •P in the Uaited States. In 1927 American Telephone and 
Telegraph Campany spensored a telecast of President Herbert Hoover 
in Washington, D.C. shown ia New York City. In 1939 the National 
Broadcastiag Cempaay began regularly scheduled telecasting. ~orld 
War II iaternapted the widescale develoP11ent of television; however, 
by 1949 there were one •illien television sets in the United States. 
By 1951 the n1111ber had grown te 10 million. Today there are more 
television sets in tbe United States than any other electrical 
appli8Jlce. More homes have television than indoor plumbing (Liebert, 
Neale, aad Davidsen, 1973). 
Today more families own two television sets, about 38 percent of 
the a .. sebelds, thaa ovaed oae set in 1950. Approximately 38 percent 
•f America's hoaseholds own color teleYision sets (Morrisett, 1973). 
Curreat Television Usage 
Television sets are beiag used at increasing rates. In 1950 a 
Connecticut school-wide study of viewing habits showed 79 percent of 
the aoaseaelds watched on a regular basis an average of 3.86 hours 
per day (Gould, 1950). A winter 1964 study showed total United States 
average viewing bad increased to 6.07 haurs per day. 'nlis average 
hoasehold was ee1111posed of preschoolers watcbiRg 18·20 hours per week, 
primary aged children watchiag 15-16 hours per week, high school 
st•deats watching 12-14 hears per week, aad adults watching 20 hours 
per week (Witty, 1967). A dynascope study of 95 homes ia Stillwater, 
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Oklahoma; Tulsa, Oklahoma; and Wichita, Kansas, showed the household 
average viewing t~me was 31.8 hours per week. Families with preschool 
children averaged 37.12 hours per week, families with grade-school 
aged children averaged 33.86 hours per week, and families with teen-
aged children averaged 27.55 hours per week. For each of these family 
types a measurement was made of the percentage of time the set was 
turned on with no audience. This ranged from 24.84 percent for 
preschool to 18.00 percent for grade school to 11.39 percent for 
teenaged children (Ne11111an, 1964). 
In 1971 the Broadcasting Yearbook estimated television sets 
were turned on an average of 6.3 hours daily (Lyle, 1972). Among 
lower-lower social class preschool children the average viewing time 
was 3.8 hours per day weekdays and 6.4 hours per day weekends; among 
upper-middle social class preschool children the average viewing time 
was 2.3 hours per day weekdays and 3.3 hours per day weekends 
(Stevenson, 1972). 
Children's Television 
Children's television progr81Ds began during the 1950's (Melody, 
1973). Three early children's programs were Captain Kangaroo, Di•g 
Dong School, and The World of Disney. By 1954 live episodes were 
obsolete; producers used film segments. In 1958 Hanna and Barbera 
develeped an animation technique and produced the first made-for-
television children's series, Gerald McBoimg-Boing. (Melody, 1973). 
Curreatly children's television programs are of mainly three types: 
animated cartoons, adventure types featuring oae or more live animals, 
and adventure stories geared to young a~dlences. The "children's 
12 
hour" has bec011e Saturday moTD.ing aad late weekday afternoons (Cantor, 
1972). 
The early Saturday cartoons were witty. The 1966-1967 television 
seaso• featared cartoons showing "cartoon superheroes beating the 
braias out of cartoon stapervillains" (Cantor, 1972, 266).' The 
Eiseabower Coamissioa's Investigations following the Kennedy Assassina-
tion ca•sed a slight reduction in violence in cartoons; however, they 
are at this time yet coasidered to be the most violent subject aatter 
on television. This violeace iacludes accidents, assault and battery, 
arsoa, 'b'arglary, bellaiags, kidaapping, vaAdalisa, and threats with 
deadly weapons, but no .. rder or rape. This violence is portrayed as 
h11m1erous (MCM>re, 1967; Garevitch, 1972). 
Barcas (1971) videotaped and analyzed 19 hours of Saturday 
childrea's television. The study found lg percent of the ti•e involved 
was occupied ~Y c01111ercials; there were 406 commercials in 1125 
minutes, aa average of oae c ... ereial every 2.8 miautes. Sixty-two 
percent of the programs were aaimated fil• with 64 percent of the 
programs dealing vitb cri•e, supernatural or interpersonal rivalry. 
Seven.ty-oae percent •f the programs had at least one incident of haan 
violeace. 
Iacomparing chHdrea's television ia the United States with that 
ia Great Britaia, Sweden., aad Israel, the United States television 
provided the largest amo11nt of available material and the largest 
perceatage of vielence. The television production in the Uaited States 
was a C011Dercially sponsored, privately owned system. Each of the 
other three countries had publicly ewned systems with greater govern-
mental ceatrol (Gurevitch, 1972). 
The programs for children ia tae United States are dependent 
pri .. rily upen the aetwork prGdueer's support. The aetwork producers 
cheose the shows to be effered. Children's progra11s, •nlike adult 
programs, are usually purchased as packages of 17 programs with no 
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pilot filas. Once a aetwerk buys a series there is alaost no possibili-
ty that it will be cancelled iefore it has been shown and rerun several 
times. Producers seem to use very limited knowledge of children in 
choosing suitaale programs for them. They believe a child's atteatioa 
span is short; therefore, the programs need much moyemeat and loud 
aoise (Liebert, Neale, aad Davidson, 1973). 
The cost of producing a thirty-minute animated children's program 
is $10,000 to $11,000. The cost of producing a prime-time adult pro-
gram is $100,000 for thirty minutes. Advertisers pay 44 percent of 
the television. prodsction 9111. Kellogg, Mattel, and General Mills 
provide 30 percent •f the tetal revenue for children's sbova (Melody, 
1973). Advertisers see children as aa integral part of their adTer-
tising ca11paign throagh tbe children's ability to influence their 
parents' bayi•S• The advertiser often affects the program con.teat by 
a-.eidiag scenes that would s•ggest a possible criticism of bis product. 
Fer example, saows sponsored by a cereal eo11pany would not allow 
family breakfast scenes t• show bacon and eggs being eaten. 
Children's daytime television until 1975 had twice as much 
c01m11ercial time per program as evening shows. At that ti•e the ,...unt 
of conaercial ti•e for children's programs was reduced; hewever, they 
still have more cOlllercial time than adult prime time programs. Hosts 
aad herees of children's shows were permitted to advertise products 
on their programs antil 1975. Ia 1971 an organization of concerned 
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parents, Actioa fGr Children's Television (ACT), filed a petition with 
the Federal Coaaunications Coamission re~uesting that no commercials 
should be allowed on ¢hildren's television, hosts of children's pro-
grams she•ld be for&iddea te use or sell products by brand name during 
their cbildrea's progrmas, aad each station ehould be required to pro-
vide a mlai1D11m of 14 hours per week •f children's pregrams with age-
specific groupings (Melody, 1973). As a result of this petition the 
amount of advertising was red•ced, hosts were forbidden to advertise 
their products, and family viewing hours were instigated. 
Young children are unable to discriminate between programs and 
COl!llllercials. This results ia a confused perception of products 
advertised. Childrea's thinking usually matures by sixth grade so 
that they bec011te better able to differentiate (Ward, 1972). 
Children's televisien programs portray and promote societal 
miscoaceptions. Half of all leading characters are white, American, 
young, unmarried males. About 20 percent of the leading characters 
are females, portrayed as sex symbols or helpers, except in space 
programs where they •ay play the role of villain. Minority members 
on television are ~niformly well-maanered and homogeneous. The elderly 
are seldom seen on tele•ision. In situatiens where the characters are 
employed, they are usually upper-middle class, often professionals. 
Violence is presented as a quick, clean, effective way to solve 
conflicts (Cantor, 1972; Leifer, 1974). 
Parents see television as educatioaal and enlightening and as a 
habit forming source of nightmares. Parents see the major asset of 
television to be its ability to keep children quiet and the major 
defect to be its encouragement of passivity (Hess and Goldman, 1962). 
15 
When television is used as a stimulation source for toddlers learning 
to speak, their speech development is adversely affected in comparison 
to speech development based upoa interaction with a human present 
(White, 1975). 
GO't'ern.aace of the Television Industry 
'nle chief orgaaizatioa for the television industry, with about 
25 perceat of the stations members, is the National Association of 
Broadcasters (NAB). The NAB lists the followiag suggestions in their 
code as the aetvork's "Responsibilities Toward Children": 
Such subjects as violence and sex shall be presented without 
undue emphasis and only as required by plot development or 
character delineatioa. 
Crime should not be presented as attractive or as a solution 
to human problems, and the inevitable retribution should be 
made clear ••• 
Exceptional care s1lo1:1ld be exercised with references to kidnapping 
or threats of kidnapping of children in order to avoid terror-
iziag them • • • 
Material which is excessively violent or would create •orbid 
suspense er other undesirable reactions in children should 
be avoided. • • 
Particular restraint and care ia crime or mystery episodes 
iavolving children er minors should be exercised: (Gerbner, 1972, 
397). 
C.laaaia Breadcastiag System (CBS) uses the NAB Code of Broad-
casting. America• Broadcasting C011pany (ABC) and National Broadcasting 
Company (NBC) use the NAB Code with individual additions to it. The 
NAB lacks pewer to enforce the Code. The Code of Broadcasting is 
frequently interpreted ia varied ways by different producers. 
The federal govern.meat has been interested in television for maay 
years, but because of the constitutional amendments guaranteeing free-
dom of speech and freed .. of the press and because of the advertiser's 
and network's extensive lobbying, few federal regulations have been 
de't'eloped. The Federal CCllmll\lnications Comnissioa grants and renews 
three-year televisien licenses to broadcasters to serve the "public 
interest, conveaience, aad necessity" (Gerbaer, 1972, 370). In 1954 
tbe Kefauver Senate SubcC111111ittee on Juvenile Delinquency looked at 
violence in televisioa coatent. ntey found the violence content was 
high, research on relationships of television violence to crime was 
sparse, and many cultural values were involved in the entire question 
(Lazarsfeld, 1955). Ia 1968 the Eisenhower Comaissien again surveyed 
televisioa coatent and again f••ad a high quantity of violence. 
In 1'69 as a result of an investigation by Senator Pastore's 
COlmlisslon the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory COlllllittee was 
formed to supervise tbe sponsorship of a one-million dollar three-
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year research program to investigate the relationships between violence 
and aggression. Tveaty-three research projects were funded and carried 
out during 1970-1972. From these studies 50 published reports ensued 
(Atkins, 1972). The repert indicated there is a preliminary, teatatlve 
indication of a c••sal relationship between viewing televised violence 
and aggressive behavior; the ca•sal relation operates only on some 
children and in SOiie enviromnental contexts. In spite of tbe evidence 
reperted by the Surgeen General's Report, the televisi~n industry bas 
maintaiaed its positien that violence is not harmful (Leifer, 1974; 
Cater, 1975). 
Social DevelOJ'lllent and Television Usaze 
Violeace - AggressiOD. 
By age 14 a child bas seen mere thaa 11,000 murders on television. 
According to 80 television critics, the most violent shows on television. 
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in 1974 were the following: Hawaii Five-<>, MaDJlix, Caanon, Kojak, 
Police Wemaa, Police Story, Streets of San Francisco, 'nle Rookies, Get 
Christie Leve!, aad Kung Fu. According to a Nielson report the most 
popular shows for the saae period were the following: All in the 
Family, Sanford aad Son, Chico and the Man, Rhoda, The Waltons, M*A*S*H, 
Good Times, Maude, nae Wonderful World of Disney, and Little House on 
the Prairie (TV Vielence; The Wor•t Offenders, 1975). The most popular 
family programs were not the most violent programs on the air. The 
most popular programs for children were cartoons. ntese contain the 
highest iacideace of violent episodes per hour of any type program 
on television. 
Research offers three different hypotheses concerning the effect 
of televised violence on children. One is tbat television violence 
serves as a catharsis te drain off aggressive impulses harmlessly. A 
secend is that televised violence viewed repeatedly dulls the viewer's 
sensitivity to cnaelty aad vielence and builds the feeling that violent 
behavior is appropriate uader sG111e circumstances. A third theory is 
that televised violeace provides a model for increasiagly aggressive 
behavior. 
Accerding to taeoriats believing the catharsis theory, televisioa 
vtewiag of violence may substitute for overt behavior or it may frighten 
the viewer of violence and its possible conse~uences. In either ca•e 
the viewer's evert aggressive behavior will be reduced. Studies by 
Feshbach and Singer (1,71) with 400 adolescent beys indicated that 
among boys with social-emotioaal adjustment difficulties, boys in tae 
groap watching aen aggressive television presented more aggressive 
behavior than boys watching aggressive programs. Hewever, among boys 
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witk normal social-emetloaal adjustment, the boys ia the group watching 
aoa aggressive television presented sigaificantly less aggressive 
behavior than the b•ys who watched aggressive televisi011. 
Wells (1972) replicated the study and found that boys who watched 
television fr• which all violence had been removed were more aggres-
sl ve verbally and boys who viewed 111Gre violent television programs 
were significantly mere aggressive physically provided the boys were 
above average in aggresaifhl. before vieviag the programs. These studies 
do ••t support the catharsis theory. 
Between 1969 aad 1972 there was research based on the second 
taeory. Mcintyre aad Teevan (1972) in a study of 2300 junior and 
sealor kigh school studea.ts foWld a significant relationship betveea 
the s•bject's choice of violent program~ and their approval of violence 
SAd their belief tllat crime is very widespread. Dci>minick and Green-
9erg (1972) compared the amo•at of exposure to televised violeace 
with tne child's appreval of violeJlce and williagRess to use it him-
self. They fomid la a st•dy of 434 fourth, fifth, and sixth grade 
Michigan »ublic school 1Mys that greater exposure to violence was 
positively related to greater approval of violence. In boys from 
disadvantaged environments the difference was greater than in boys 
from average enviremnents. Research seems to support this dulling 
of sensitivity theory. 
Greenberg and Gordoa (1972) found that the amount of violence 
perceived in a violeat television program depended upon age, sex, and 
backgro11nd of the suhject. Men perceived less violence i• a set of 
violent programs tbaa did wcJ11H!1t; older boys perceived less violence 
thau. did younger beys; and beys from a hostile, disadvantaged eaviron-
ment saw violent programs as less violeat than. did those from a more 
average enviro .. eat. The subjects who saw programs as less violeat 
were likely to engage in more aggressive acts themselves. 
The third the•ry aas received the most research emphasis. 
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Several studies have shown that children's aggressive behavior increased 
following exposure to filmed or televised aggression (Bandura, Ross, 
and Ress, 1963; Hicks, 1965; Madsen, 1968). In all of these studies 
the o9servatio• of the children was made while the children played 
alone fellowiag the expesure te aggression. Sieget (1956) observed 
childrea playing in pairs falleving exposure to an aggressive cartoon, 
bat did not differentiate between interpersonal andaea-interpersonal 
aggressive behavior. Haaratty, Liebert, Merri•, and Fernande& (1969) 
expesed children to aggressive behavior toward an iaflated doll aad 
observed greatly increased aggressive behavior toward dolls with some 
increased aggressio11 toward haans. Steuer, Applefield, aad Smitb. 
(1971) observed 10 preschool CRildren in a group setting to determine 
the amouat of aggression toward toys aad other children in relation 
t• the parent-reported amount of television viewing by the childrea 
in their homes. The children vho viewed more aggressive television 
emerged witk statistically ••re aggressive behavior. 
Friedrich and Stein (1973) reported a conflicting report of no 
relatioaship between amo .. t ef parent-reported bame television. viewing· 
and aao .. t of nursery scheol aggression. Folloviag exposure to 
regular videotapes of aggressive programs durim.g the nursery schMl 
program, the levels of aggressive play in children rated aggressive 
prior to the viewing increased. Children rated noa-aggresslve in play 
prior te viewing aggressive videotapes during nursery scheol skowed 
little change in bahavior. 
', 
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Martin, Gelfand, and Hartmann (1971) exposed children to an 
aggressive model and then allowed the children to play in one of three 
situations: in the presence of an adult, in the presence of peers, 
and alone. The presence of an adult reduced the amount of aggression 
displayed aad the presence of peers increased the amount of aggression 
displayed. 
Liebert and Baron (1972) studied the behavior of 136 children, 
aged five to nine, following exposure to either a neutral or violent 
videotape. The children were given an opportunity to push one of two 
buttons. They were told that one button would result in help to 
another child and the other button would result in hurt to another 
child. The children wh.o watched an aggressive program tended to show 
a larger number of hurt button responses than the children who watched 
the non-aggressive program. The effect was greatest for the younger 
boys. 
Collins, Berndt, and Hess (1974) found that younger children 
seemed to remember aggression alone or aggression with consequences 
after viewing televised violence while older children recalled motives 
as well as acts and consequences. Osborn and Endsley (1971) found 
young subjects responded most emotionally, as indicated by palmar 
sweating, to televised violence involving human subjects. They also 
remembered details of televised violence involving human subjects at a 
significantly higher rate two weeks later than televised violence 
involving non-h\1111an subjects. Katzman (1972) found that color tele-
vision resulted in better recall rate for peripheral visual material 
shown; color did not improve the recall of the central material shown. 
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Lefkowitz, Eren, Walder, and Huesmann (1972), through a 
cross-lagged panel technique, determined the violence watched-
aggression ratios fer 875 third-grade children. Ten years later they 
assessed the violence-watched-aggression ratio for 460 of the same 
children. They found a significant relationship between television 
vi•lence watched in the third grade and aggressive behavior at age 19. 
There was no relatienship between aggressive behavior in the third 
grade and amount of television violence watched at age 19. The 
research seems to support the television-violence-supports-aggressive-
behavier theory. 
Television and Cogaitive Behavior 
In 1'68 the Children's Television Workshop was established with 
the backing of the Carnegie Corporation, the Ford Foundatioa, the U.S. 
Office of Education, the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity, and the 
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development. Its goal was 
to develop and telecast a daily children's program that would entertain 
and educate (Liebert, Neale, Davidson, 1973). It was hoped the result-
ing program, Sesame Street, would serve as a home intervention program 
for disadvantaged children. The program had four specific goals: teach 
SYMbolic representation, including letters, numerals, and geometric 
forms; teach cognitive processes, includiRg perceptual discri•ination, 
relationships, classification, and ordering; teach process of reasoning 
and problem solving; and teach concepts about the child and his world, 
including the self, the social units, social interaction principles, and 
the environment. The program used much humor to reach not only the 
young children but also to attract their parents and older siblings 
(Lesser, 1972). 
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Bailyn (1959) f•und that there was a cluster of traits that 
correlated highly with usage of pictorial media, including television, 
movies, aad comic boeks. The typical high pictorial media user was a 
blue-collar, low-ability, Catholic boy. Girls who were school under-
achievers ranked higher la the use of pictorial media than girls who 
were over-achievers. A combination of having many personal problems 
and being highly rated on rebellious independence was related to 
increased use of pictorial media. Boys with personal rebellion prob-
lems were more likely to prefer aggressive hero type pictorial media. 
A follov-ap st•dy of the effects of Sesame Street found that it 
had reached the middle class children more often than the disadvantaged 
and had widened the educatioaal gap between lower and middle class 
children (AJtnis, 1974; Miaton, 1975). The major difference foWld in 
cegnitive lea:naing was ta alphabet skills; Sesame Street did not 
appear te improve total readiness for kindergarten. 
Ratliff and Ratliff (1972) st~died the aggressive aspects of 
Sesame Street. They foUBd tbat the cartoons used to teach tbe 
alphabet and numbers used aggression and fear inducing techniques. The 
daily appearance of monsters preseated a model of cookie stealing, 
destroying props, and being rewarded. 'ntey found that persons who had 
received insufficient rewards and were lacking in self esteem were aost 
likely to imitate a model. Pwawat (1974) iR a study in Stillwater, 
Oklahema, found that preschool children showed aore overt and covert 
behavior while watching The Pink Panther than while watching Sesame 
Street. 
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Televisioa aJtd Social Learning 
Paulson (1974) fo't1nd that Sesame Street during its first two 
years coacentrated oa cognitive skills, 9at during its third season 
the program treated the social goal of cooperation. The producers 
developed the behavioral •bjective for the year of helping "the child 
recognize that in certaia situations it is beneficial for two or more 
individuals to work together toward a cC111DaOn goal, such as in the 
divisioa of labor, in.combining skills, and in reciprecity" (Paulsen, 
1974, 230). In a st•dy •£ 188 children tested in situations similar to 
those •n the progr .. , tbe children who bad watched the program leal'Jled 
to cooperate better thaa the children who had aot watched the program. 
Stein, Friedrich, and Vondracek (1972) exposed 97 preschool 
children to a televised program of one of three types, an aggressive 
program such as Bat11aa, er Supe1'118n, a prosocial program Miater l•1•r'• 
Neighborhood, or a neutral children's film about a dairy farm. Obser-
vations were made of the children in a nursery school aettiag before 
the viewing, d~ring the viewing, aad after the viewing. The after 
viewing data showed that the children who bad been exposed to the 
prosocial fil• showed higher levels of rule obedience, tolerance and 
delay, and persisteace than the children who had been exposed to tbe 
aggressive film. Children who had been exposed to the neutral fil• 
ranked midway betveea the prosocial and aggressive film gro•ps in the 
meat •f pnsocial beha•ior observed after seeing the film. The 
children frOll the lowest socio-economic class aade the greatest gains 
in prosecial behavior improvements. Children who were initially above 
average ia aggressive behavior showed significantly mere aggressive 
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behavier after aeiag exposed to the aggressive film. Children who 
were iaitially belev average in aggression showed ne differe•ce in 
perfozmaace whea exp•sed to the three different types of television 
programs. Friederich and Steia (1975) found that prosocial learning 
caa he geaeraliz•d. Syst..atic traiaing through prosocial television 
programs see11ed to enhaace verbal helping behavior especially for girls 
and motor helping beb.avier especially for boys. 
A study 9y Gerbaer aad Gross (1976) of adults found that subjects 
mtder 30 years of age indicated they were 110re influeaeed by television 
than su9jects over 30 years of age. The under-thirty adults consti-
t•ted tbe first generatioa wbo had kaova television all their lives. 
Tvo major the•rists whose explanations of hew people learn differ 
are Albert Bandura and Jacob L. Gewirtz. Bandura believes observors 
ac~uire syabolic represeatatioas of tbe observed event ratber tb.aa 
specific stimulus-response asseciatieas. Be believes no reinforcemeat 
is necessary for this type learaiag. Gewirtz ll>elieves b.wuas learn to 
learn by imitatioa or ebservatioa based primarily upon their condi-
tieaiag history (Baraa anci Meyer, 1974). White (1972, 252) defined 
identification as "a particular form of i•itatioa la which c•pying a 
model, generaliz~d beyoad specific acts, springs fr0111 wanting to be 
aad trying t• be like tbe model vi th respect to same broader flUali ty." 
Tele"lfisioa offers tlle yoaag child aany attractive, successful .. dels. 
Ia iaitating the behavior of those aedels tbe child i•itates the 
behavior, aotives, aad values of the ••del as he perceives taea. If 
tae child ide~tifies with a model, he will be more likely to leara the 
skills demeastrated ay tae .. del (Baraa aad Mey,r, 1974). Baraa (1974) 
fctund taat ... ag yeuag scaeol cb.Ucirea the lctw self-esteem children --
displayed more prosocial .. deling thaa did the high self-esteem 
children. High self-esteem boys tended to model aggressive behavior 
they saw on teleYisioa sigJtificantly more eftea thaa did girls or 
low self-esteem beys. 
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Sias (1963) i• a st•ciy ca.paring social conformity and social 
acceptance in 14 n•rsery school children found the children vho were 
moderately free ia social conformity, neither rigidly conforming nor 
non-conforming to other children, were the children who were most 
valued socially by the grftp. The noa-cenferming children seemed to be 
the isolates ia the groap who were voluatarily so; they seemed to be 
happy aad creative. The rigid_ly confomiag vere involuntary isolates 
who were dissatisfied vita this stat•s and tried aggressively to be 
accepted hy the gr .. p. 
Schramm (1961) f••nd that television f.actioaed as eat~rtainment, 
as escape, as a so•rce of iafomation., and as a device for social 
utility. Many children eajoyed the fantasy aspects of television. 
These may serve as oppertuaities to try varied actions without risk, 
as aa escape frem life's problems, aad as wish fulfill•ent. Children 
s011etimes used vicarious tele~isioa experieaces as a second-best substi-
t11te for real experiences; these chlldrea were likely to do much 
identifyiag behavier witR tele'f'isioa •odels. Insecure children who 
had difficulty making frieads were likely to be heavy television 
viewers. These chil4rea felt rejected by their peers, expressed aany 
fears and aaxieties, and freq•eatly lived in •iddle class families 
which lacked wamth. The televised situation most frightening to a 
young child seemed to be that which was lacking in ais life. For aor-
mal children this was violeace; for disturbed children this was often 
the scene• of warm family relationships. 
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Stevenson (1972) found brighter children tended to be heavier 
viewers than duller children, boys tended to watch more than girls. 
Children from more ptlllitive homes watched more television than children 
from mere permissive h011es. Among the child-rearing practices associ-
ated with high television viewing were "punishment for aggression 
toward parents, permissiveness of sex behavior in the child, mother's 
reaction to dependent behavior in the child, demands for obedience and 
quiet, neatness, good table manners, going to bed on time, extent of 
physical punishment, and emotional relationship of mother toward the 
child deficient" (Stevenson, 1972, 352). 
Macceby (1954) in interviews with 379 mothers of five and six-
year-old children found in the upper-middle class that children who 
were subjected to many frustratio~s and not treated warmly in their 
home life watched significantly more television than children with a 
more satisfying home life. In the upper-lower class there was no 
significant difference. She suggested that because the lower class 
child's parents watched more television, that child may be drawn to 
it more even ia the absence of frustration. 
Riley and Riley (1954) found in a study of 400 children that 
violent television programs were more popular with children who had 
few friends. They suggested that these programs formed a fantasy 
world ef escape from the problems of the real world. 
Cohen (1974) noted tbat preschool children were highly egocentric 
and perception bound. They did not understand part-to-whole relation-
ships. Television provided a two-dimensional learning experience 
although evidence points to the need for cGRcrete experiences for 
children to learn. Ia the past children have gained these concrete 
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experieaces through play ~ehavior. TeleYision has cut markedly into 
the play time of childrea. For some children t*i•..,. be a major loss. 
Cohen reported one five-year-old boy who stated, "I like to turn 
things oa and watch it; I don't want to make anything." 
CHAPTER lII 
MEnIOD AND PROCEDURE 
The present research was a study of the relationship between 
television-viewing behavior and social development in early childhood. 
The television-viewing behavior of each child was assessed by means of 
two one-week Televisiea-Viewing Iaventories which provided the parent 
with a check-list oa which to record (1) each program the child 
watched, (2) the intensity with which he watched, (3) whether he 
watched with someone or aot, and (4) the parent's approval or disap-
proval of the program. 
The aspects of social development on which the study focused were 
(1) the child's social conformity, (2) the child's reciprocal social 
relations with his peers, and (3) the child's behavior during free 
play. Instruaents were available fer the measurement of social 
conformity and social relations. Where play behavior was concerned, 
the child's ability to attend, i.e., his attention span, was measured 
by time-sanlpling observations while he was engaged in free play. 
In this chapter the children who participated in the study are 
described; the instruments for measuring television viewing behavior, 
social coaformity, and social relations are presented; a pilot study 
is described; the sequence of activities is presented; and tecbniques 
are presented for the analysis of the data. 
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Subjects 
The subjects who participated in this study were 34 middle-class 
preschool children, 16 boys aad 18 girls. The ages of the children 
raaged from three years no months to four years eight months. The 
children were in attendance at the University of Arkansas Laboratory 
Nursery School, Fayetteville, Arkansas. The distribution of subjects 
by age aad sex is presented in Table I. Descriptive data and test 
scores fer individual children are presented in Appendix A, Tables 
XV, XVI, aad XVII. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF SUBJECTS BY AGE AND SEX 
(N • 34) 
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Age Group Boys Girls Total 
Three-Year-Old Children 8 9 17 
(3:0 - 3:11) 
Four-Year-Old Children 8 9 17 
(4:0 - 4:8) 
Total 16 18 34 
(3:0 - 4:8) 
Research Instl'U111ents 
Televislon-Vleving Inventery 
The Televlslon-Viewlng Inventory, designed for this study, 
provided a daily check-list of all programs available in the 
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Fayetteville, Arkansas Tieving area from 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. for 
the two ~ne-week periods included in the study. Each program was 
identified on the Television-Viewing Inventory by a five-digit code 
na11ber deaignating the week of the study, the day of the week, and the 
specific program. The ti•e aRd teleTision channel where each program 
was presented was provided. Each program was also provided with a 
type number, used later in analyzing the patterns in viewing behavior. 
A complete description of the Television-Viewing Inventory is presented 
in Appendix B. 
The parent of each child in the study was asked to record every 
program his child watched during the Television-Viewing Inventory 
periods. The parent was also asked to record certain aspects of the 
child's viewing behavior: (1) whether he watched alone or with someone; 
(2) the intensity with which he watched---constant, intermittent, or 
little; _.d,:c:(3) the parent's attitude toward the specific program he 
watched---approval, aeutral, or disapproval. 
Instructions to pareats and a sa11ple page from the Television-
Viewing Inventory are presented in Appendix B. A complete listing of 
the programs appearing on the Television-Viewing Inventories for 
each of the two weeks d¥ring whicb they were recorded, the length of 
each program, tbe type of each progra111, aad the nU111ber of children 
watching each program are presented in Appendix F. 
Starkweather Social Confor11ity Test 
The Starkweather Social Conformity Test is a research instrU1Sent 
designed to measure conforming and nonconforming behavior by providing 
the young child with opportwnities to make choices in a sitwation in 
which he can follow a model or respond freely according to his own 
preferences. 'nils test discriminates between the children who are 
compulsive conformists or nonconformists and children who are free to 
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· use either conforming or nonconforming behavior. A detailed description 
of the Starkweather Social Conformity Test, its administration and 
scoring, is presented in Appeadix C. 
Starkweather Social Relations Test 
The Starkweather Social Relations Test was designed to measure a 
young child's social value within his own peer group. It is more than 
a test of popularity. It ccmbines a picture interview technique with 
gift-giving, and each child's value within his group is measured in 
terms of the extent to which his gift-giving is reciprocated by the 
children whom he chooses. The assumption underlying the choice of 
gift-giviag as a tecbniqae for measuring social relations was that an 
individual wants to benefit someone he likes. A detailed description 
of the Starkweather Social Relations Test, its administration and 
scoring is presented in Appendix D. 
Procedure 
Preliminary Pilot Study 
A preliminary study of 30 middle-class nursery school children, 
three and four years old, was conducted in Fayetteville, Arkansas. 
The purpose was to dete111ine the types of viewing behavior which should 
be included in the developmeat of a Television-Viewing Inventory, and 
the range of responses that might be expected in a study of young 
children. The mothers were given a list of all regular television 
programs which could be viewed locally from 7:00 through 10:30 p.m. 
Each was asked to check whether her child watched the programs 
frequently, sometimes, or never. Additloaal questions related to the 
number of hours per week th.at the child watched television, whether 
the child watched television alone or with someone, and the naming 
of prograW1s approved and disapproved by the parent. 
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The television-viewing behavior of these 30 children ranged from 
one extreme to another. Three of the children watched television less 
than five hours per week; and one child, in whose hOllle there were four 
televisioa sets, watched more than 40 hours per week. In the mornings, 
28 of the 30 childrea were watching television by 8:00 a.a.; and in 
the eveaings, the majority of the children stopped watching after the 
programs at 8:00 or 9:00 p.m. However, for six children bedtime 
followed the 7:00 p.m. program; and at the other extreme, three children 
reportedly watched progr .. s at 10:30 p.m. Most of the children did · 
their television watching with someene. Three children usually watched 
alone; but of the ethers, half usually watched with a sibling and half 
usually watched with a parent. The programs watched most frequently by 
the majority of the children were World of Disney, Sesame Street, 
Gilligan's Island, Captain Kaagaroo, The Waltons, and Fat Albert and 
the Cosby Kids. 
The preliminary study provided information for the development of 
the Television-Vieviag Iaventory, which was used in the present research. 
A cepy of the final Television-Viewing Inventory, as checked by one 
mother, is presented in Appendix B. 
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Se9uence ef Activities 
A letter explaiaing the research project and containing a form 
for par .. tal conseat for their children to participate in the research 
was provided for the pareats during the first week ia Septe11ber, 1976. 
A. c•py of the letter is presented ia Appen.dix G. During the week of 
September 17-23, 1976, the first Television-Viewing Inventory was 
completed. This date vaa chosen so that the picture obtained of the 
children's televisioa-viewiag behavior could be as accurate as possible. 
The new fall prograas, which •ight ~e temporarily attractive as new 
progra11s, did not start ••til after this date. Also, tbe September 
date was prior to tne iatensive political caapaigaing that would 
occur daring the weeks before the Nevember elections. 
TRe Televisioa-Vieviag Iaveatory was given to tbe mothers ef 
34 of the 36 children earolled in tae narsery school. An adult in the 
family was asked t• keep the record of all programs viewed by each 
child. Two of the families enrolled in the nursery school were aot 
used in the atudy beca•ae taey were noa-E.glish speaking interaatioaal 
studeat faailies. 
Duriag Septeaber special test .aterials were prepared. For the 
Starkweather Social Coa.fel'llity Test, the celor prefereaces ef each 
child were ascertaiaed, aad a small booklet of colored pages was 
iadividually prepared fer each child. C011plete details concerning the 
... ~cription, administratien., and scoring of the Starkweather Social 
Conformity Test ••Y be fouad in Appendix C. For the Starkweather 
Social Relations Test gro•p pictures were taken of the children, 
and small, iaexpenslye teys were prGcured for use as gifts. Coaplete 
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details concerning the description, administration, and scoring of the 
Starkweather Social Relations Test may be found in Appendix D. 
Actual testing of the children was initiated in October. It was 
c•ntiawed until completed in November. During Septem9er oaservations 
of the children's behavior in free play were initiated. There were 
three five-•inute ebservatioas made by the principal investigator of 
each child. The focus was en the child's ability to attend (his 
attentioa spaa), which was measured la terms of the frequency with 
which be shifted from oae play activity to another. The three 
observations ef each child were made at different hours of the day, 
and there was aa interval of at least one week between observations. 
An observation recerd, as completed for oae child, is preseated in 
Appendix E. 
During the week of Nevember 12-18, 1976, the second Television-
Viewiag Inventory was completed by the parents. This recording period 
reflected the behavior of the children during cold, snowy weather. 
The res•lts of the two Television-Viewing Inventories for each child 
were totaled for the data to be used in the analysis. 
Analysis of Data 
'nle variables •f the child's age, sex, length of time speat la 
viewing televisiea, types of programs viewed, intensity of viewiag, 
parental attitudes toward viewiag, child's social value within his 
peer gro•p, tbe child's secial conformity, and the child's attention 
span were analyzed usiag the Mann-Whitney U test, Wilcoxon matched 
pairs signed ranks, and Spearman rank correlati.ons. The data were 
analyzed for differences llJld interrelationships a•ong all variables. 
The .05 level was accepted as the level of significance. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The purpose of this study vas te iavestigate the relationship of 
televisiea-Yievlag behavior aad social development of young children. 
The televisioa-viewiag behavi•r of each child was assessed ay means of 
two oae-week Televisioa-Vieviag Iaveatories which provided the parent 
with a check-list on which to record (1) each program the child watched, 
(2) the iateasity with which tbe child watched each pregram, (3) the 
child's cempaaioa while ke watched each pregra•, and (4) the parent's 
attit•de toward each program the child watched. 
The aspects of social development on which the study focused were 
(1) the child's social c .. forwity, (2) the child's reciprocal social 
relatieas with hi• peers, aad (3) the child's attention span during 
free play. A test of peer social conformity aad a test of reciprocal 
social relations were administered to each of the 34 childrea in the 
study. Three fiye-minute time saaples of activity shifts while the 
child was eagaged la free play provided the data for attentiGJt span. 
Descriptive data aad individual test scores are presented in Appendix 
A, Tables XV, XVI, and XVII. 
'nle data provide 23 scores for each child. Test scores for social 
confexaity, social relatioas, atteation spaa, total hours of televisioa· 
viewing time, and ho•r• of television-viewing ti•e according to 
inteasity of viewing, i.e., coastant, intermittent, and little, are 
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presented in Table XV. The hours of television viewing of individual 
children for each of the 13 program types are presented in Table XVI. 
The percentages of time individual children spent watching television 
alone, with an adult, or with another child, are presented in Table 
XVII. 
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The data were analyzed for age and sex differences in social 
confoI'Rlity, in social relations, in attention span, and in television 
viewing behavior using the Mann-Whitney U test. The data were 
analyzed for relationships between television-viewing behavior and 
social conformity, social relations, and attention span using Spearman 
rank correlations. The data were analyzed for relationships between 
social conformity and social relations using Spearman rank correlations. 
Descriptive Data 
Amount and Intensity of Television Viewing 
Thirty-four children participated in the study. Three of these 
children did not have television sets in their homes. One of the 
three children without a television set in his home watched regularly 
at the home of his babysitter. Therefore, 32 of the 34 children in 
the study watched television regularly. 
The first Television-Viewing Inventory was completed during the 
week of September 17-23, 1976, a warm early autumn period. The second 
Television-Viewing Inventory was completed during the week of November 
12-18, 1976, a cold snowy late a~tmnn period. The complete listing of 
programs available aad the number of children watching each program 
is presented in Appendix F, Table XVIII. 
For the two Television-Viewing Inventory weeks the 32 children 
who viewed television viewed a total of 1224 hours. They watched 
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533 hoers during the first, warm weather week and 691 hours during the 
second, cold weather week. Analysis of the data by the Wilcoxon 
matched pairs signed ranks test indicated the amount of television 
viewed d~ring the second week was significantly higher than that 
viewed during the first week (z • -3.01; p • .0013). The median 
amount of viewing was 14.5 hours per child for the first week and 
19.5 hours per child for the second week. The actual amounts of 
viewing ranged from 5.5 hours to 38.5 hours per child for the first 
week and 9.5 to 49.5 hours per child for the second week. The median 
for the total of two weeks' viewing time was 34.5 hours per child; 
the actual amounts of viewing time for the total two weeks' period 
ranged from 16.5 to 80.5 hours per child. 
The degree of intensity of viewing most often indicated was 
constant viewing with a median of 18 hours per child during the two 
weeks. Intermittent viewing occurred a median of 10.5 hours, and 
little viewing occurred a median of only six hours during the two 
weeks. The medians and ranges of amount and intensity of television 
viewing are presented in Table II. 
TABLE II 
AMOUNT AND INTENSITY OF TELEVISION VIEWING 
(N • 32) 
Hours of Viewing 
Amount of Viewia.g 
First Week 
Secoad Week 
Total 
Intensity of Viewing* 
Median. 
14.5 
19.5 
34.5 
Range 
05.5 - 38.5 
09.5 - 49.5 
16.5 - 80.5 
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Constant 18.0 04.0 - 44.0 
Intermittent 
Little 
*for two-weeks' period 
Television Programs 
10.5 
06.0 
02.0 - 38.0 
00.5 - 24.5 
Each television program was classified by the investigator as 
one of 13 types. The types of programs watched, the number of children 
watching each type, and the median aad range for the hours of each 
type watched are presented in Table III. 
The types watched by the largest number ef children were situation 
comedies, cartoons, children's educational programs, adult variety 
progra111s, aad movies. The types of programs watched by the smallest 
number of children were religious programs, sports, serials (soap 
operas), and game snows. 
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TABLE III 
T'lP!S OF PROGRAMS WATCHED* 
NUl'lber of 
Children Hours Watched 
Type of Program Watching Median Range 
13: Children's Variety 22 01. 5 00.5 - 06. 5 
12: Cha' s Educational 30 08.5 01.0 - 17.0 
111 Religious 05 02.0 00.5 - 03.0 
10: Adult Variety 29 02.0 01. 0 - 07. 5 
9: Sports 06 02.5 02.0 - 09.0 
8: Situation 31 08.0 01. 0 - 19.0 
71 Serial 08 03.0 00.5 
- 06. 5 
6: Mystery 19 02.0 00.5 - 10.0 
51 Movie 26 06.0 02.0 - 13.5 
4: Adult Informative 16 02.5 00.5 - 15.0 
): Game Shov 13 02.0 00.5 - 09.0 
2: Cartoon 31 05.5 01. 5 - 16.0 
1: Adventure 20 01. 5 01. 0 - 04.0 
*Data for the first and second weeks are combined in this table. 
The most popular single television program watched was The World 
of Disney during the second Television-Viewing Inventory week. Nine-
teen children watched this ene pI1:1gram which was ''The Apple Dumpling 
Gang, " a Di saey 11ovi e. 
The most popular television series vas Sesame Street. Ses.-e 
Street vas shown 26 times during the two Television-Viewing Inventory . 
weeks. Thirty-two children viewed it a total of 161 times d~ring the 
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two weeks. Two other pregrams that were viewed by large aumbers of 
children during the two recorded periods were Uncle Zeb's Cartoon 
Camp which was presented 10 different times and Gilligan's Island 
which was presented 20 different times. Uncle Zeb's Cartoon Camp was 
viewed 115 times and Gilligan's Island was viewed 80 times. 
The 12 most pt>pular programs, the :raaaber of times they were 
shown dtll'iag the two Televisioa-Viewing Inventory weeks, the largest 
nanber of children viewing the prograt1 at any one showing, and the 
total number of children vieviag the program during all possible 
shewings throughout the two weeks are presented in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
MOST POPULAR TELEVISION PROGRAMS 
N111111ber of Largest Number Total Number of 
Showings of Children Children Viewing 
During Viewing at During All 
Program Twe Weeks One Showing Showings 
World of Disney 2 19 26 
Pink Panther 2 16 22 
Sesame Street 26 15 161 
Chitty, Chitty Bang 
Bang (uvie) 1 15 15 
Donny and Marie 1 14 14 
Six Million Bellar 
Man 1 14 14 
Captain Kangaroo 10 14 69 
Uncle Zeb's Cart eon 
Camp 10 13 115 
Scooby Doo 2 12 17 
Happy Days 12 11 47 
Gilligan's Islaad 20 9 80 
Electric Company 26 8 57 
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Companioaship O.riag Television Viewing 
The Television-Vieviag Inventory provided colU11ns for parents to 
check if the child watched aloae, with a sibling, with a parent, with. 
aaether child, or with aa•ther ad•lt. For analysis the data were 
grouped into three categeries: alone, with a child, and with aa adult. 
In eases where the child watched with a child and with an adult, the 
data were classified in the ad•lt category. 
The most freq11eat ccnapan.ioaship during television viewing was with 
aa adult. Thirty-tWG children watched some of their programs with an 
adult; for these children an average of 45 percent of their viewing time 
was speat with an adult. Thirty-one children watched some of their 
programs with a child; for these children an average of 35 percent of 
their viewing time was spent with another child. lbree of the children 
always watched with a companion. Twenty-nine of the children watched 
some of their programs alone; for these children an average of 14 per-
cent of their vieviag time was spent alone. Data concerning companion-
sbi p during television viewing are presented in Table V. 
C•paaioaship 
Alene 
With Child 
With Adult 
TABLE V 
COMPANIONSHIP DURING TELEVISION VIEWING 
N 
29 
31 
32 
Percentage of Time 
Median Range 
14 02 - 52 
35 02 - 79 
45 10 - 98 
Parental Attit•des Toward TeleYision Viewing 
There were 1613 pregrams Yiewed at some time during the two 
weeks by the 32 television-viewing children. The majority of these 
programs were approved by the parents, but for 29 of the programs 
SOiie parents indicated disapproyal. Fourteen parents disapproved 
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at least ene program of these viewed by their children. Of these 14, 
three parents disapproved four programs each, and six parents disap·-
proved two programs each. There were ~8 different programs disapproved. 
A list of the prograas disapproved and the nlm!ber of parents disap-
proving each program are presented in Table VI. 
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TABLE VI 
Nl.MBER OF PARENTS DISAPPROVING SPECIFIC TELEVISION PROGRAMS 
Pro gr• 
Cartoon Circus 
Gansmoke 
Krofft Supershow 
"Sybil" (movie) 
Adam-12 
"After the Fox" (mo'lie) 
Baa, Baa Black Sheep 
Brady Bunch 
Happy Days 
Hawaii Five-0 
Hot Seat 
Laverne and Shirley 
"Macon County Line" (movie) 
Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman 
"Mayday at 40,000 Feet" (movie) 
Pink Panther 
Sylvester and Tweety 
Today 
Parents 
Disapproving 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Ag_~ a~d Sex Differences 
Social Confol'llity 
The Starkweather Social Conformity Test indicates whether a child 
has reapoaded freely or has been influenced by the opportunity to con-
form to his peers. The pessible range of scores is fr0111 0 (complete 
freed~ to 20 (complete conformity). Generally, children who score 
from 0 to 10 are considered to be socially free, and children who 
score from 10 to 20 are considered to be socially conforming. In this 
present study the actual range of scores was from 0 to 14. 
A description of social conformity scores by age and sex is 
presented in Table VII. Analysis of data by the Mann-Whitney U test 
indicated four-year-old children were more conforming than were three-
year-old children (!!_ • 70.51; e_< .02). No significant differences in 
social conformity scores were found. 
TABLE VII 
MANN-WHITNEY U TEST ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL CONFORMITY 
SCORES BY AGE AND SEX 
(N • 34) 
Median Range u 
'lbree-Year-Old Children 02 00 - 06 70. 51 
Four-Year-Old Children 04 00 - 14 
Beys 04 00 - 12 159.0 
Girls 03 00 - 14 
< .02 
n.s. 
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Social Relations 
The Starkweather Social Relations Test indicates a child's social 
value within his peer group. The possible range of scores is from 00 
(social isolate) to 4.0. The highest score received in the use of the 
test with several hundred children has been 1.89. Any child receiving 
a score of more than 1.00 is considered to be well accepted. Children 
with scores of less than .30 tend toward being isolates. The actual 
range of scores in this study was 00 to 1.58. 
The description of social relations scores by age and sex is 
presented in Table VIII. Analysis of the data by the Mann-Whitney U 
test indicated there were no significant differences. There was a 
slight tendency for four-year-old children to have higher social 
relations scores than three-year-old children (~ • 95; .e. <.10); there 
was a tendency for girls to have higher social relations scores than 
boys (!!_ • 93; .e.< .10). 
TABLE VIII 
MANN-WHITNEY U TBST ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL RELATIONS 
SCORES BY AGE AND SEX 
(N • 34) 
Median Range u 
Three-Year-Old Children • 55 .12 - 1. 38 95 
Four-Year-Old Children .75 00 - 1. 58 
Boys .53 00 - .92 93 
Girls .71 .12 - 1. 58 
.e. 
.( .10 
< .10 
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Attention. Span 
Attentioa span score indicates the total number of shifts in 
activity for a child duriag three five-minute intervals of free play. 
A large score indicates a short attention span and a small score 
indicates a leng attention spaa. 'nle range of scores in the present 
study was 03 to 18. 
A description of attention span scores by age and sex is preseated 
in Table IX. Mallll-Wbitaey U Test analyses indicated no significant 
age or sex differeaces in atteation span scores. 
TABLE IX 
MANN-WHITNEY U TEST ANALYSIS OF ATTENTION SPAN 
SCORES BY AGE AND SEX* 
Three-Year-Old Children 
Four-Year-Old Children 
Boys 
Girls 
(N • 34) 
Median 
04.0 
05.0 
05.5 
05.0 
Range 
03 - 11 
04 18 
03 - 18 
03 - 07 
u 
107 
108 
n. s. 
n.s. 
*Attention span scores indicate the frequency of shifts in activities 
daring three five-ainute intervals. 
Viewing Time 
The viewing time score indicates the number of hours a child 
viewed television during the two Televistoa-Viewiag Inventory weeks. 
The range of scores in the present study was from 00 to 80.5 hours. 
A description of television-viewing time by age and sex is 
presented in Table X. Mann-Whitney U test analysis indicated no 
significant age or sex differences in television-viewing time. 
TABLE X 
MANN-WHITNEY U TEST ANALYSIS OF TOTAL TELEVISION 
VIEWING TIME BY AGE AND SEX 
'nlree-Year-Old Children 
Four-Year-Old Children 
Boys 
Girls 
(N • 34) 
Median 
36 
34.5 
36 
30.5 
Range 
00 - 80.5 
36.5 - 64.5 
16.5 - 70.0 
00 - 80.5 
Relation of Television Viewing to Social 
Conformity, Social Relations, 
and Attention Span 
Total Viewing Time 
u 
120 
92.5 
The total television-viewing time was the number of hours the 
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n.s. 
<.10 
child viewed television during the two Television-Viewing Inventory 
weeks. The total viewing time, by age and sex, was compared to 
social conformity, social relations, and attention span. These 
correlations are presented in Table XI. 
TABLE XI 
SPEARMAN RANK CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TOTAL TELEVISION VIEWING TIME 
AND SCORES FOR SOCIAL CONFORMITY, SOCIAL RELATIONS, 
AND ATTENTION SPAN 
(N • 34) 
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Social Social Attention 
Coafermity Relations Span 
Scores Scores Scores 
rho F. rho .e. rho E. 
Total Viewing Time for 
Three-Year Olds -0.415 .095 -0.001 n. s. 0.202 n.s. 
Four Year Olds 0.114 n.s. 0.596 • 011 0.414 .095 
Boys -0.541 .028 0.142 n.s. -0.251 n.s. 
Girls 0.145 n.s. 0.327 n. s. 0.163 n.s. 
Total -0.177 n. s. 0.244 n. s. -0.028 n.s. 
A Spearman rank correlation indicated a negative relationship 
betweea total television viewing time and social conformity scores for 
the boys; boys who viewed larger amounts of television were less con-
forming than boys who viewed less television (rho • -0.541; F. • .028). 
There was a teadency for three-year-old children who viewed larger 
81110uats of televisioa to be less coaforming than three-year-old 
children who viewed less television (~ • -0.415; E. • .095). A 
Spearma• rank correlatioa indicated a positive relationship between 
total television-viewing time and social relations for four-year-old 
children; that is, four-year-old children who viewed larger amounts 
of television had higher social relations scores than four-year-old 
children who viewed less television (!!!, • O. 596; E. • • 011). A 
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Spearman rank correlation indicated a tendency toward a positive 
relationship between teleTisien-viewing time and attention span scores 
for four-year-old children; that is, four-year-old children who 
watched larger amo .. ts of television tended to have shorter attention 
spans than those wh.o Yiewed less television (rho • .414; f • .095). 
I•tensity of Television Viewiag 
'lbe most intense television viewiag is constant viewing, as 
opposed te iatermittent or little viewing while a television program is 
turned cm.. Ia the data analysis constant viewing time was compared, by 
age and sex, with social conformity, social relations, and attention 
span. Spearman raak correlations for these data are preseated in 
Table XII. 
TABLE XII 
SPEABMAN RANK CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CONSTANT TELEVISION VIEWING TIME 
AND SCORES FOR SOCIAL CONFORMITY, SOCIAL RELATIONS, 
Constant !•tensity 
Viewing Time for 
Three Year Olds 
Fo•r Year Olds 
Boys 
Girls 
Total 
AND ATTENTION SPAN 
(N • 34) 
Social 
Conf•rmity 
Scores 
rhCD f. 
-0.567 • 017 
0.528 .028 
-0. 07 2 n. s. 
0.176 n.s. 
0.077 D.. s. 
Social 
Relations 
Scores 
rh.o f. 
0.079 n.s. 
0.557 • 019 
0.072 n.s. 
0.495 • 035 
0.299 • 083 
At tea ti on 
Span 
Scores 
rho f. 
0.171 D.S. 
-0.141 n. s. 
-0.114 11. s. 
0.231 n.s. 
0.045 n.s. 
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Speal'llan rank correlations between constant television-viewing 
time and social c•nformity scores indicated a negative relationship 
for three-year-old children and a positive relationship for four-year-
old children. Three-year-old children who viewed many programs with 
constant intensity were less conforming than were those who viewed less 
television with constant intensity (rho• -0.567; f • .017). Four-year-
old children who viewed •any programs with constant intensity were more 
conforming than those who viewed less television with this degree of 
intensity (!!!!. • 0.528; f • .028). A Speal'll8n rank correlation 
indicated a positive relationship between constant television viewing 
and social relations for four-year-old children; that is, four-year-old 
children who viewed larger amounts of television with constant inten-
sity had higher social relations scores .than those four-year-old 
children who viewed less television with constant intensity (rho • 0.557; 
l • .019). Girls who viewed larger amounts of television with constant 
intensity also had higher social relations scores than those girls who 
viewed less television with constant intensity (rho • 0.495; f • .035). 
An analysis of attention span scores indicated no significant 
relationship to the intensity of television viewing. Also, the 
analysis of other degrees of intensity of viewing (intermittent and 
little) iadicated ao sigaificant relationship to social conformity, 
social relations, and attention span. 
Companionship During Television Viewing 
Companionship scores represent the percentage of each child's 
total viewing time that was spent viewing television alone, with 
another child, and with an adult. Statistical analyses indicated no 
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significant relatioD.ships between companionship (viewing with a child 
or with an adult) aad social conformity, social relatiens, and atten-
tion spaa. However, viewing alone was related to social conformity 
and social relations for certain groups of children. Spearman rank 
correlations indicating these relationships are presented in Table 
XIII. 
TABLE XIII 
SPEARMAN RANIC CORRELATIONS BBTWEEN COMPANIONSHIP DURING TELEVISION 
VIEWING (VIEWING ALONE) AND SCORES FOR SOCIAL CONFORMITY, 
SOCIAL RELATIONS, AND ATTENTION SPAN 
(N • 34) 
Social Social Attention 
Confol'tllity Relations Span 
Scores Scores Scores 
rho l rho E. rho .e. 
Viewing Alone Time for 
Three Year Olds -0.542 • 023 0.022 n.s. 0.188 n. s. 
Four Year Olds o. 070 n.s. 0.224 n.s. 0.344 n.s. 
Boys 0.140 n.s. 0.523 • 035 0. 311 n.s. 
Girls -0.177 n. s. -0.040 n.s. 0.434 • 069 
Total 0.009 n. s. 0.181 n. s. 0.317 .065 
For the three-year-old children there was a significant negative 
correlation between viewing alone and social conformity. Three-year-
old children who viewed large amounts of television alone were less 
conforming than other three-year-old children (~ • -0.542; l • .023). 
For the beys there was a significant positive relationship between 
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viewing alone and social relations. Boys who view~d larger amounts 
of television alone had higher social relations scores than did boys 
who viewed less television alone (rho• 0.523; f • .035). For the 
girls there was a teadeacy for viewing alone to be related to atten-
tion span. Girls who viewed large amounts of television alone tended 
to have sborter attention spans than girls who viewed less television 
alone (rho • 0.434; f • .069). 
Social Confol'llity and Social Relations 
The relationship between social conformity and social relations 
was analyzed by mea•s of Spearaan rank correlations. None of the 
correlations was statistically significant. The correlations, by 
age and sex are presented in Table XIV. 
TABLE XIV 
SPEARMAN RANK CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SCORES FOR SOCIAL CONFORMITY 
AND SOCIAL RELATIONS 
(N • 34) 
rho 
Three-Year-Old Children -0.282 
Four-Year-Old Children 0.206 
Boys 0.002 
Girls 0.259 
Total 0.079 
f 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
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HY.JIOth~s_es Investl_gated 
Hypotheses Related to Age 
1. There is no relationship between age and viewing time. There 
was no significant difference between tne television viewing time of 
older and younger children in the present study (Table X; Mann-Whitney 
U test; E • 120; n.s.). The hypotnesis is tenable. 
2. There is ao relationship between age and intensity of viewing. 
There was no significant difference between the time spent in constant 
television viewing of older and younger children in the present study 
(Mann-Whitney U test;£• 115; n.s.). The hypothesis is tenable. 
3. There is no relationship between age and social confo?'lllity 
scores. Four-year-old children -had significantly higher social con-
formity scores than did three-year-old children (Table VII; U • 70.5; 
E. < . 02). The older children in the present study were more conforming 
to their peers than were the younger children. The hypothesis can be 
rejected. 
4. 'lbere is no relationship between age and social relations 
scores. There was no significant difference between the social 
relations scores of older and younger children in the present study 
(Table VIII; !! • 95; E.< .10). The hypothesis is tenable. 
5. There is no relationship between age and attention span. 
There was no significant difference between the attention spans of 
older and younger children in the present study (Table IX; U • 107; 
n.s.). The hypothesis is tenable. 
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Hypotheses Related to Sex 
6. There ls no relationship between sex and viewing time. There 
was no significant difference between the viewing time of boys and 
girls in the present study (Table X; £ • 92. S; f < .10). The hypothesis 
is tenable. 
7. There is no relationship between sex and intensity of televi-
sion viewing. There was no significant difference between the time 
spent in constant tele•islon viewing of boys and girls in the present 
study (Mann-Whitney U test; U • 119.5; n.s.). The hypothesis ls 
tenable. 
8. There is no relationship between sex and social conformity 
scores. There was no significant difference between the social confor-
mity scores of boys and girls in the present study (Table VII; 
U • 159; a.s.). The hypothesis ls tenable. 
9. There is no relationship between sex and social relations 
scores. 'nlere was no significant difference between the social 
relations scores of boys and girls in the present study (Table VIII; 
U • 93; .e.< .10). The hypothesis is tenable. 
10. There is no relationship between sex and attention span. 
There was no significant difference between the attention span of boys 
and girls hl the present study (Table IX; U • 108; n.s.). The 
hypothesis is tenable. 
Hypotheses Related to Television Viewing 
The relationships in each of the hypotheses related to television 
viewing was analyzed for three-year-old children, for four-year-old 
children, for boys, for girls, and for the total sample. The results 
will be reported for each analysis. 
11. There is no relationship between the amount of television-
vieving ti•e and social conformity scores. 
Three-year-old children who viewed larger total amounts of 
television had a tendency to.have lower social confol'l'llity scores than 
three-year-old children who viewed less television (Table XI; 
rho • -0.415; f • .095). For three-year-old children the hypothesis 
is tenable. 
There was no significant difference between the amount of tele-
visien-vieving time and social conformity scores for four-year-old 
children (Table XI; rho• 0.114; n.s.). For four-year-old children 
the hypothesis is tenable. 
Boys who viewed large amounts of television had lower social 
confo?'111ity scores than boys who viewed less television (Table XI; 
!!!! • -0.541; f • .028). For boys the hypothesis is rejected. 
There was no significant difference between the amount of 
televisioa-viewing time and sec.ial conformity scores for girls 
(Table XI;~• 0.145; n.s.). For girls the hypothesis is tenable. 
There was no significant difference between the amount of 
television-viewing time and social conformity scores for the total 
sample (Table XI; rho• -0.177; n.s.). For the total sample the 
hypothesis is tenable. 
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12. '111ere is ao relationship between the intensity of television 
viewing and social conformity scores. 
Three-year-old children who viewed large amounts of television 
with constant intensity had. lower social conformity scores than the 
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other three-year-old children (Table XII; rho• -0.567; £ • .017). For 
three-year-old children the hypothesis is rejected. 
Four-year-old children who viewed large amounts of television with 
constant intensity had higher social coaforraity scores than the other 
four-year-old children (Table XII; rho• 0.528; £ • .028). For four-
year-old children the hypothesis is rejected. 
There was no significant difference between the intensity of 
television viewing and social conformity scores for boys (Table XII; 
!!!!. • -0.072; n.s.). For boys the hypothesis is tenable. 
There was no significant difference between the intensity of 
television viewing and social conformity scores for girls (Table XII; 
~ • 0.176; n.s.) For girls the hypothesis is tenable. 
There was no significant difference between the intensity of 
television viewing and social conformity scores for the total sample 
(Table XII; rho• 0.077; n.s.). For the total sample the hypothesis 
is tenable. 
13. There is no relationship between the companionship while 
viewing television and social confol'lllity scores. Statistical analyses 
indicated no significant relationships between viewing with a child 
or with an adult and social conforniity scores. However, viewing alone 
was related to social conformity scores for three-year-old groups of 
children. 
Three-year-old children vho viewed large amounts of television 
alone had lower social conformity scores (Table XIII; rho• -0.542; 
£ • .023). For three-year-old children the hypothesis ls rejected. 
There was no significant difference betveea the amount of 
television viewed alone and sGcial conformity scores for four-year-old 
children (Table XIII; rho• 0.070; n.s.). For four-year-old children 
the hypothesis ls tenable. 
There was ao slgmificant difference between the amount of 
television viewed alone and social conformity scores for boys (Table 
XIII; rho• 0.140; n.s.). For boys the hypothesis is tenable. 
There was no significant difference between the amount of 
television vleved alone and social conformity scores for girls 
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(Table XIII; rho• -0.177; n.s.). For girls the hypothesis is tenable. 
There was no significant difference between th~ amount of 
television viewed alone and social conformity scores for the total 
sample (Table XIII;!!'!!.• 0.009; n.s.). For the total sample the 
hypothesis is tenable. 
14. There is no relationship between the amount of televlsion-
viewing time and social relations scores. 
There was ao sigaificant difference between the amount of 
television viewing time and social relations scores for three-year-old 
children (Table XI; rho• -0.001; n.s.). For three-year-old children 
the hypothesis is tenable. 
Four-year-old children who watched larger amounts of television 
had higher secial relations scores than did four-year-old children 
whe watched less television (Table XI;~• 0.596; f. • .011). For 
four-year-old children the hypothesis is rejected. 
There was no significant difference between the amount of 
television-viewing time and social relations scores for boys (Table XI; 
~ • 0.142; a.s.). For boys the hypothesis is tenable. 
There was no significant difference between the amount of 
television-viewing time and social relatiens scores for girls (Table XI; 
rho• 0.327; R.s.). For girls the hypothesis is tenable. 
There was no sigaificant difference between the amount of 
television-viewing time aAd social relations scores for the total 
sample (Table XI; rbo • 0.244; a.s.). For the total sample the 
hypothesis is tenable. 
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15. 'nlere is ae relatianship between the intensity of television 
viewing and social relations scores. 
There was no significant difference between the amount of constant 
intensity television viewing aad social relations scores for three-
year-old children (Table XII; rho• 0.079; n.s.). For three-year-old 
children the hypothesis is tenable. 
Four-year-old children who watched larger amounts of television 
with constant intensity had higher social relations scores than did 
those who watched less television·with this degree of intensity 
(Table XII; rho • 0.557; l • .019). For four-year-old children the 
hypothesis is rejected. 
'lbere was ne significant difference between the .. amount of constant 
intensity television viewing and social relations scores for boys 
(Table XII; rho• 0.072; a.s.). For boys the hypothesis is tenable. 
Girls who watched large amounts of television with constant 
intensity had higher social relations scores than did girls vho 
watcaed less television with this degree of intensity (Table XII; 
.!!:!.!, • 0.495; f • .035). For girls the hypothesis is rejected. 
ntere was a tendency for the total s8lllple who watched large 
amowats of television with constant intensity to have higher social 
relations scores than those who vatche4 less television with this 
degree of intensity (Table XII; !,!!! • 0.299; f • .083). For the 
total sample the hypothesis is tenable. 
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16. There is ne relationship between the companionship while 
viewing television aad social relations scores. Statistical analyses 
indicated n• significant relationships between viewing with a child or 
with an adult and social relations scores. However, viewing alone was 
related te social relatioaa scores for boys. 
There was no sigaificaat difference between the amount of tele-
vision viewed alone and social relations scores for three-year-old 
children (Table XIII;!!!.!.• 0.022; n.s.). For three-year-old children 
the hypothesis is tenable. 
There was no significaat difference between the amount of 
television viewed alone and social relations scores for four-year-old 
children (Table XIII;!!!!,• 0.224; n.s.). For four-year-old children 
the hypothesis is tenable. 
Boys who viewed most of their television alone had higher social 
relations scores th8Jl did those who •iewed most of their television 
with a companion (Table XIII; !'.!!.!. • 0.523; l • .036). For boys the 
hypothesis is rejected. 
There was no significant difference between the amount of tele-
vision viewed alone and social relations scores for girls (Table XIII; 
~ • -0.()(i.0; n.s.). For girls the hypothesis is teaable. 
There was no significaat difference betweea the amount of 
television viewed aloae and social relations scores for the total 
sample (Table XIII; rho• 0.181; n.s.). For the total sample the 
hypothesis is tenable. 
17. There is no relatioiiship between the amount of television· 
viewing time and attentioa span. 
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There was no significant difference between the amount of 
television-viewing time and attention span for three-year-old children 
(Table XI;£!!!• 0.202; a.s.). For three-year-old children the 
hypothesis is tenable. 
There was no significant difference between the amount of 
television-viewing ti•e and attention span for four-year-old children. 
However, four-year-old children who watched larger amounts of television 
tended to have shorter attention spans than did those who watched less 
television (table XI; ~ • 0.414; £ • .095). For four-year-old 
children the hypothesis is tenable. 
There was no significant difference between the amount of 
televisioa-vieving tiae and attention span for boys (Table XI; 
!:!'.!! • -0.251; n.s.). For boys the hypothesis is tenable. 
There was no significant difference between the amount of 
television-viewing time and attention span for girls (Table XI; 
~ • 0.163; n.s.). For girls the hypothesis ls tenable. 
There was no significant dlf ference between the amount of 
television-viewing time aad attention span for the total sa~ple 
(Table XI; rho• -0.028; n.s.). For the total sample the hypothesis 
is tenable. 
18. There is no relationship between the intensity of television 
viewing and attention span. 
There was no significant difference between the intensity of 
television viewing and attention span for three-year-old children 
(Table XII;!!!!• 0.171; n.s.). For three-year-old children the 
hypothesis is tenable. 
n ~' ! 
There was ao significaat difference between the intensity of 
television viewing and atteation span for four-year-old children 
(Table XII; rho• -0.141; a.s.). For four-year-old children the 
hypothesis is tenable. 
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There was no significant difference between the intensity of 
television viewing aad atteation span for boys (Table XII; rho• -0.114; 
n.s.). For boys the hypothesis is tenable. 
There was no significant difference between the intensity of 
television viewing and attention span for girls (Table XII; rho• 0.231; 
n.s.). For girls the hypothesis is tenable. 
There was no significaat difference between the intensity of 
televisien viewing and attention span for the total sample (Table XII; 
rho• 0.045; n.s.). For the total sample the hypothesis is tenable. 
19. There ls no relationship between the companionship while 
viewing television and attention span. Statistical analyses indicated 
no significant differences between viewing with a child or with an 
adult or viewing alone and attention span. There was a tendency for 
girls who viewed most of their television alone to have shorter 
attention spans than those who viewed most of their television with 
a companion (Table XIII; rho • 0.434; ! • .069). The hypothesis is 
tenable. 
Hypethesis Related to Social Conformity and 
Social Relations Scores 
20. There is no relationship between social conformity scores and 
social relations scores. An analysis using Spearman rank correlations 
iadicated no significant differences between social conformity and 
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social relations scores for three-year-old children, for four-year-old 
children, for boys, for girls, or for the total sample. The hypothesis 
is tenable. 
Summa!'! of Findin~s 
1. The actual amounts of television viewing of the children in 
this study ranged from 5.5 hours to 38.5 hours per child for the first 
wal'lll weather recorded week, and 9.5 to 49.5 hours per child for the 
second cold weather recorded week. 
2, The degree of intensity most often indicated for the 
children's viewing was constant viewing with a median of 18 hours per 
child during the two recorded weeks. 
3. The types of programs watched by the largest number of children 
were situation, cartoo~s, children's educational programs, adult 
variety programs, and movies. 
4. The television programs with more than ten children viewing 
at any one showing time were The World of Disney; Pink Panther; Sesame 
Street; the movie, Chitty, Chitty Bang Bang; Donny and Marie; Six 
Million Dollar Man; Captain Kangaroo; Uncle Zeb's Cartoon Ca•p; 
Scooby Doo; and Happy Days. 
5. The most frequeat companionship during television viewing was 
with an adult. Thirty-two children spent an average of 45 percent of 
their viewing time with an adult. 
6. Out of the 1613 programs viewed at some time during the two 
recorded weeks by the 32 vlewiag children, the majority were approved 
by parents. Only 29 of the programs were designated as disapproved by 
parents as their children watched them. 
7. 'n\ere were no significaat differences in total viewing time 
or la inteasity of vievin.g according to age or sex. 
8. Four-year-old cbildren had significantly higher social 
conformity scores than did three-year-old children. 
9, Boys who viewed larger total amounts of television had lower 
social conformity scores than did boys who viewed less television. 
10. Four-year-old children who viewed larger ~otal and constant 
inteasity ameuats ef television had higher social relations scores 
than did those who viewed less television. 
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11. Three-year-old children who viewed many programs with constant 
intensity had lower social conformity scores than did those who viewed 
less television with this degree of intensity. 
12. Four-year-old children and girls who viewed many programs 
with constant intensity bad higher social conformity scores than did 
those who viewed:. less television vi th this degree of intensity. 
13. Three-year-old children who viewed larger amounts of television 
alone were less conf•rming than those who viewed less television alone. 
14. Boys who viewed large amounts of television alone had higher 
social relations scores than dia those who viewed less television alone. 
15. Girls who viewed large amounts of television alone tended to 
have sberter attention spans than did those who viewed less television 
alone. 
16. There were ao sigmificant differences in attention spans of 
three-year-old and four-year-old children. 
17. There were no significant correlations between social 
conformity and social relations scores. 
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Discussioa of Fi~clin_gs 
Th.e results of this study were in agreement with prior research in 
that it fouad that older children had higher social conformity sceres 
than did younger children. Earlier research has indicated that chil-
dren become more coaferming as they grow older. Four-year-old children 
who viewed large 8118unts of television with constant intensity were 
more conforming thaa these who viewed less television with the same 
intensity. This finding was expected, based upon observed evidence. 
Four-year-old children who viewed large amounts of television had 
shorter attention spaas than children who viewed less television. This 
finding was also expected, based upon reports of experienced teachers 
of young children. 
The results of this study disagree with findings by Sims (1963) 
in relatioa.ships betweea secial conformity and social relations scores. 
In the Sims study the children with the higher social confor111ity scores 
were likely to have l.wer social relations scores, and the children 
with lower social conformity scores were more likely to have higher 
secial relatioas sceres. In the present study there was ao sigaificant 
relatioaship between social conformity and social relations scores. 
The sample size. ia both studies was very small. 
Social Conformity 
The findiags in relation to social conformity in many cases did aot 
support the expected findings. It was expected that children who 
viewed larger amot1nts of television would tend to be more conforming. 
In the present stady this was true fGr the four-year-old children but 
net true for the three-year-old childrea. Three-year-old children 
tended to bec011e more free and less conforming as they viewed larger 
amounts Gf television. This occurred when. tmtal amounts, constant 
intensity, and viewing aloae were considered. Perhaps the freedom of 
conformity in the three-year-old children which seems to be present 
to a greater extent in all three-year-old children regardless of 
television viewing, allows television in general, to make less of an 
impact on the younger children. 
Social Relations 
The findings concerning televisiea-viewing behavior and social 
relations scores disagree with those expected. Experienced teachers 
had suggested that children who viewed larger amounts of television 
would have lower social relations scores than children who watched 
less television. In the preseDt study older children and girls who 
watched larger a1110tu1.ts of television had higher social relations scores 
than children who watched less television. Experie~ced nursery school 
teachers have reported a high incidence of television related dramatic 
play activities; perhaps this common cultural medium is important for 
friendships to develop easily. 
The findiags conceraing companionship while viewing television and 
social relations did aot support reported evidence. It has been 
suggested that children gain the greatest positive values from tele-
vision viewing by interacting with another person while they view. 
This study found no sigaificant relationship between companionship 
while viewing television and social relations scores, except for boys. 
The present study found that boys who viewed large amounts of television 
alone had higher social relations scores than boys who viewed less alone. 
Attentioa Span 
The results ef this study concerning attention span and age 
disagree with prior research findings by Bott (1923) and Van Alstyne 
(1932). They both found older children had significantly loager 
atteatien spans than youager children. In the present study there 
were no significaJlt differences. Tlle Bott and Van Alstyne studies 
were carried o~t more than forty years ago before the advent of 
televisioa. This may be a finding that is related to the changing 
technology which includes televisioa. This suggestion seems to be 
supperted by the finding ia this study that four-year-old children 
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whe viewed large amouats of television tended to have shorter attention 
spans than did children who viewed less television. Perhaps a change 
has occurred for cbildrea as they grow older and have viewed much 
television. 
CHAPNRV 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship of 
television-viewing behavior and social development of yoWlg children. 
Televisioa-viewing behavior was compared, by age and sex, with 
social conformity, social relations, and attention span. 
The children who participated in this study were 16 boys and 18 
girls, raaging in age from three years, no months to four years, 
eight months. All were from middle class homes and all were in 
attendance at the Uaiversity of Arkansas Laboratory Nursery School in 
Fayetteville, Arkansas. 
A Television-Viewing Inventory, developed as a part of a pilot 
study of television-viewing behavior, was used to measure television 
viewing behavior in the present study. Two one-week Television-
Viewing Iaventories provided the pareat with check-lists on which to 
record (1) each program the child watched, (2) the intensity with 
wbich the child watched each program, (3) the child's companion while 
he watched each progra:11, and (4) the parent's attitude toward each 
program watched. 
The Starkweather Social Conformity Test was used for measuring 
social conformity. Th.is instrument was designed to measure cenfonning 
and noncoaferaing ~ehaYior by providing the young child with oppor-
tunities to make choices in a situation in which he would follow a 
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model or respond freely according to his own preferences. The 
Starkweather Social Relatioas Test was used for measuring social 
relations. 'nlis instrU111eat was designed to measure a young child's 
reciprocal social value within his peer group. The attention span 
score was the tetal aumber of activities of the child during three 
five-minute ti•e s811lples ef activity shifts while the child was 
engaged in free play. 
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The data provide 23 scores for each child: social conformity; 
social relations; attention span; total hours of television-viewing 
ti•e; hours of television-viewing ti•e according to intensity of 
viewiag, i.e., constant, intermittent, and little; hours of television-
viewing fer each of the thirteen prograa types; and percentages of time 
spent watching televisiGa alone, with an adult, or with another child. 
The data were analyzed for age and sex differences in social coaformity, 
in social relations, in attention spaa, and in television viewing 
behavior usiag the Maaa-Whitney U test; for relationships between 
televisioa-viewing behavior and social conformity, social relations, 
and.attention span using Spearman rank correlations; and for relation-
ships between secial cenformity and social relations scores using 
Spearman rank correlations. 
The findings of this research were as follows: (1) The actual 
amounts ef televisioa viewing of the children in this study ranged 
from 5.5 bours to 38.5 ho•rs per child for the first recorded week 
and 9.5 to 49.5 hours per child for the second recorded week. (2) The 
degree of intensity most often indicated for the children's viewing was 
constant viewing with a median of 18 hours per child during the two 
weeks. (3) The types of programs watched by the largest number of 
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children were situation comedies, cartoons, children's educational 
programs, adult variety programs, and movies. (4) The television 
programs with more than ten children viewing them at any one showing 
ti•e were World of Disney; Pink Panther; Sesame Street; the movie, 
Chitty, Chitty Bang Bang; Donny and Marie; Six Million Dollar Man; 
Captain Kangaroo; Uncle Zeb's Cartoon Camp; Scooby_Doo; and Happy 
Days. (5) The most frequent companianship during television viewing 
was with an adult. Thirty-two children spent an average of 45 percent 
of their viewing time with an adult. (6) Out of the 1613 programs 
viewed at some time during the two weeks by the 32 viewing children, 
the majority were approved by parents. Only 29 programs were desig-
nated as disapproved by parents as their children watched them. 
(7) There were no significant differences in total viewing time or in 
intensity of viewing according to age or sex. (8) Four-year-old 
children had significantly higher social conformity scores than did 
three-year-old children. (9) Boys who viewed larger total amounts of 
television had lower social conformity scores than did boys who viewed 
less television. (10) Fowr-year-old children who viewed larger 
total aad constant intensity amounts of television had higher social 
relations scores than did those who viewed less television. (11) Three-
year-old children who viewed many programs with constant intensity had 
lower social conformity scores than did those who viewed less televi-
sion with this degree of intensity. (12) Four-year-old children and 
girls who viewed •any programs with constant intensity had higher 
social conformity scores than did those who viewed less television 
with this degree of intentisy. (13) Three-year-old children who 
viewed larger amounts of television alone were less conforming than 
were those children who viewed less television alone. (4) Boys who 
viewed large amounts of television alone had higher social relations 
scores than did those who viewed less television alone. (15) Girls 
who viewed large amounts of television alone tended to have shorter 
attention spans than did those who viewed less television alone. 
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(16) There were no significant differences in attention spans of 
three-year-old and four-year-old children. (17) There were no signifi-
cant correlations between social conformity and social relations 
scores. 
ImrlicatJons 
There were conflicts in research findings between prior studies 
and this study in several areas. The attention spans of younger and 
older children showed no difference in this study; there had been 
a difference in past studies. The prior studies had been carried out 
many years ago before the advent of television. Clearly, more work 
needs to be done in this area. 
The relationship of social conformity and social relations scores 
showed no difference in this study. A prior study had shown definite 
relationships. Both studies used very small samples of children; 
more work needs to be done in this area using larger samples of 
children. 
Social relations scores indicated that older children and girls 
who watched more television had higher social relations scores than 
those who watched less television. Furtber studies need to be done 
to establish reasons for differences in the effect on older children 
and on girls only. 
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The large ameunt of television viewing reported for this group 
of children and the large number of programs approved by the parents 
poiats to a need for i111proved education of parents concerning the needs 
and development of children. Television is being used from early 
morning until late at night by young children. It would be highly 
desirable for children to have additional programs geared to their 
level for this viewing and for parents to have improved guidelines 
publicized fer aiding their selection of programs for children. 
In looking at the programs that children were watching, the 
program watched •Ost consistently, considering the number of times it 
was on the air and the mean number of children watching it was ''Uncle 
Zeb's Cartoon Camp," a children's cartoon show. This program was 
shown ten times during the two-week recorded viewing period and was 
watched by a mean of 11. 5 children each time. The program was 
shown once each day in the later afternoon. An educational program 
designed specifically for children, "Sesame Street," was shown 26 
times during the two-week recorded viewing period and was watched by 
a mean of 6.2 children per showing. Four children watched the program 
at least twice during the same day. Therefore, although this program 
was shown two to three times every day during the two-week recorded 
viewing period, not as many children watched it at any one time and 
the overall number of different children watching it was smaller than 
those watching a strictly entertaining show. 
Experienced teachers report a high incidence of dramatic play 
reflecting television heroes. With the large amount of stereotyping 
and violence shown on television, lt ls not surprising that children 
portray war heroes, foolish males, sexually provocative females, and 
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science fiction heroes with superhuman abilities. The findings from 
this study suggest that many children are watching television with an 
adult. Perhaps the adults need educational guidance in ways to inter-
act with young children about what is being shown on the screen. 
Conclusions 
This study provided much interesting information for use with 
parents and teachers of young children. Descriptive information about 
televiewing practices and suggestions for increased value from tele-
vision usage with young children have been provided after the data had 
been analyzed in a bi-weekly newsletter distributed to nursery school 
parents and university students involved in work with young children. 
The results of the Starkweather Social Relations Test were 
discussed with each parent during the parent-teacher conference at the 
conclusion of the first semester. Suggestions were provided for 
helping children to gain friends. Nursery School teachers were given 
names of choices of each child so that these children could be paired 
in group activities in the nursery school. A follow-up Starkweather 
Social Relations Test was given to these children near the conclusion 
of the second semester to deter'liline growth that had occurred. 
This study raised many interesting questions: (1) Is there a 
relationship between social conformity and social relations scores? 
(2) Is there a real age difference in the relationships of television-
viewing behavior and social conformity? (3) Does viewing of tele-
vision facilitate higher social relations scores? (4) Does the 
companionship while viewing television affect the child's social 
relatioas? (5) Is there a real effect on attention spaa that occurs 
alteut the fourth year? Further st•dy with larger samples and wider 
diYersity of social and ethnic backgrounds is needed to find 
answers for tkese questions. 
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TABLE XV 
DESCRIPTIVE DATA AND TEST SCORES FOR INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN 
PARTICIPATING IN A SnJDY OF TELEVISION-VIEWING BEHAVIOR 
AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 
Social Social Attention 
Cltlld Sex Age Conformity Jtelatton1 Span 
01 F 418 -02 
.67 06 
02 F 418 +06 I. 58 06 
03 M 3:6 00 
.55 07 
04 M 3110 00 .81 OB 
05 M 417 +12 .92 06 
06 F 316 00 I. 38 04 
07 F 410 +02 
.64 05 
08 F 410 -04 .BB 04 
09 F 4•1 00 .53 06 
10 M 415 -08 • 29 18 
11 M 413 -04 .58 11 
12 F 316 -02 • 56 06 
13 M 315 00 .13 03 
14 F 318 -02 .43 05 
15 M 410 +04 .91 04 
16 F 414 +14 • 76 05 
17 M 411 +04 • 78 05 
18 M 315 +06 
.16 04 
19 F 3:0 -02 
.41 04 
20 M 414 +04 • 50 07 
21 F 310 -04 .63 03 
22 M 317 +02 .JI 11 
23 F 417 +04 
.65 07 
24 F 412 -06 1.00 04 
25 F 318 +04 • 75 04 
26 M 4t6 +06 .88 07 
27 M 312 +02 • 33 04 
28 F 3110 +06 .12 06 
29 F 3111 +02 .81 06 
30 F 315 -04. 1. 00 05 
31 F 414 +02 • 75 05 
32 M 3IO -02 • 70 08 
33 M 415 +12 00 04 
34 M 3:6 +04 .16 03 
(N • 34) 
Little 
05.5 
01. 5 
08.0 
13. 5 
04.0 
01. 5 
24. 5 
02. 5 
12.0 
01.0 
15.0 
04.5 
23. 5 
02. 5 
15. 5 
08. 5 
07 .0 
07 .o 
03.0 
00. 5 
oo.o 
22. 5 
oo.o 
10. 5 
00.0 
07.5 
13. 5 
05.5 
14. 5 
08.0 
02. 5 
00. 5 
oo.o 
03. 5 
Television Viewing Time Expressed in Hours 
Intensity of Viewing 
Intermittent 
06.0 
00.0 
11.0 
18. 0 
09.0 
02.0 
30.0 
04.0 
10.0 
05. 5 
04.0 
12. 5 
25. 0 
15.0 
22.0 
17 .o 
10.0 
13. 5 
II. 5 
07 .o 
oo.o 
15. 5 
05.5 
09.0 
00.0 
13.0 
17. 5 
07.0 
22. 0 
38. 0 
11.0 
10. 0 
06.0 
16. 5 
Constant 
17. 5 
31. 5 
13. 5 
22.0 
21. 5 
21.0 
10.0 
28.0 
04.0 
15.0 
15. 5 
12. 5 
21. 5 
22. 5 
06. 5 
25. 5 
20. 5 
04.0 
15. 5 
09.0 
00.0 
17. 5 
25.5 
22. 5 
oo.o 
20.5 
11. 0 
09.0 
44.0 
10. 0 
15.0 
16.0 
19.0 
32 
83 
Total 
29.0 
33;0 
32.5 
53. 5 
34. 5 
24. 5 
64. 5 
34.5 
26.0 
21. 5 
34.5 
29. 5 
70.0 
40.0 
43. 5 
51. 0 
37. 5 
24. 5 
30. 0 
16. 5 
00.0 
55. 5 
31. 0 
42.0 
00.0 
41.0 
42.0 
21. 5 
80. 5 
56. 0 
28. 5 
28. 5 
25. 0 
42.0 
TABLE XVI 
TELEVISION-VIEWING TIME* OF INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN 
FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF PROGRAMS 
Child Type 13 Type 12 Type 11 Type 10 Type 09 Type OS Type 07 Type 06 Typo 05 Type 04 Type 03 Type 02 Type 01 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
co.a 
01.0 
00.0 
02. 5 
01. 5 
00.0 
01. 5 
02.0 
0). 5 
01.0 
02. 5 
02.0 
06.5 
01.0 
co.a 
01.0 
01.0 
co. 0 
01.0 
00.0 
00.0 
01. 5 
00. 5 
01. 5 
00.0 
co.a 
00.0 
oo.o 
02.0 
02.0 
00. 5 
01.0 
oo.o 
02.5 
02.0 
03. 5 
09.0 
10. 5 
07. 5 
02. 5 
11.0 
06.0 
14. 5 
00.0 
1 ). 5 
08.0 
06.0 
17 .o 
02.0 
14. 5 
15. 5 
14.0 
09. 5 
04.0 
00.0 
08.5 
10.0 
08. 5 
00.0 
00.0 
15. 5 
01. 0 
14. 5 
08.0 
03.0 
03.0 
10.0 
09.5 
03.0 
co.o 
co.a 
co.a 
00.0 
oo.o 
02.0 
co.a 
00.0 
oo.o 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
0).0 
co.a 
00.0 
00.0 
co.a 
co.a 
co.a 
co.a 
00.0 
00.0 
oo.o 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
oo.o 
co.a 
00.5 
00. 5 
00.0 
oo.o 
oo.o 
02. 0 
oo.o 
01.5 
01.0 
01. 0 
04.0 
04. 5 
02.0 
01.0 
01.0 
01.0 
06.0 
05.0 
03. 5 
06. 5 
04.5 
03.0 
02.0 
00.0 
co.a 
02. 5 
02. 0 
07. 0 
00.0 
01. 5 
03. 0 
03. 0 
07. 5 
OJ. 5 
01. 0 
01.0 
01. 5 
01. 0 
oo.o 
00. 0 
00.0 
00.0 
02. 5 
co.a 
05.0 
oo.o 
02. 5 
00.0 
00. 0 
00.0 
09.0 
02. 5 
oo.o 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
co.a 
00.0 
oo.o 
00.0 
00.0 
00. 0 
02. 0 
00.0 
co.a 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
10. 5 
11.0 
07. 5 
07. 5 
07. 5 
07. 5 
16.5 
09.5 
00.0 
09.0 
02.5 
10. 5 
18. 0 
02.5 
09,5 
11. 5 
08.0 
01.0 
04. 5 
05. 5 
oo.o 
09. 5 
07. 5 
05.0 
co.a 
10. 5 
07 .o 
06.0 
19.0 
19.0 
07.0 
04. 5 
02. 0 
11.0 
* Total number of hours of television vieY-ing during two weeks. 
00.0 
00.0 
co.o 
oo.o 
01.0 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
oo.o 
00.0 
oo.o 
00.0 
0). 5 
00.0 
06.5 
00.0 
co.a 
00.0 
co.a 
co.a 
co.a 
03. 5 
00.5 
00. 5 
00.0 
00.0 
06. 5 
00.0 
01. 0 
oo.o 
oo.o 
oo.o 
oo.o 
oo.o 
co. 5 
oo.o 
00.0 
02.0 
03.0 
01.0 
06.5 
01.0 
00.0 
09. 5 
00.0 
00.0 
02. 5 
02. 5 
02. 0 
oo.o 
00.0 
00.5 
01.0 
00.0 
oo.o 
02. 5 
00.0 
07.0 
00.0 
01.0 
00.0 
01. 5 
10. 0 
01. 0 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
02.5 
02. 5 
cs.a 
02. 5 
11.0 
05. 5 
oz. 5 
13. 5 
05. 5 
oo.o 
oo.o 
02.0 
oo.o 
10.0 
00.0 
08. 5 
07. 5 
00.0 
00.0 
02. 5 
03.0 
co.a 
08.0 
03. 5 
05.0 
00.0 
08.5 
05.0 
OJ. 5 
07. 5 
OJ. 5 
08.0 
08. 5 
04.0 
08.0 
oo.o 
00.0 
00.0 
02. 5 
oo.o 
co. 5 
01. 5 
oo.o 
oo.o 
co.a 
13.0 
00.0 
05. 5 
04.0 
02. 5 
OJ. 0 
00.0 
01. 5 
co.a 
00.5 
00.0 
15.0 
01. 5 
02.0 
00.0 
co. 0 
01.0 
00.0 
02.0 
01.0 
00.0 
oo.o 
oo.o 
00.0 
01. 0 
00.0 
00.5 
00.0 
01.0 
oo.o 
02. 5 
01.0 
oo.o 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
00.5 
02. 0 
00.5 
oo.o 
co.a 
00.0 
co.a 
oo.o 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
oo.o 
04.0 
00. 0 
00.0 
09. 0 
OJ.O 
oo.o 
00.0 
04. 5 
02. 5 
07.5 
10. 5 
13.0 
16.0 
01. 5 
07. 5 
00. 5 
04.0 
02. 5 
06.0 
co. 0 
08.0 
02. 5 
02. 0 
05. 5 
08.0 
04.5 
03.0 
08.5 
03. 5 
oo.o 
03.0 
05. 5 
04.0 
00.0 
12. 0 
OJ. 0 
05. 0 
06. 5 
12. 5 
07. 5 
08.0 
01. 5 
04.0 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
oo.o 
02. 5 
02.0 
oo.o 
01.0 
01.0 
oo.o 
oo.o 
oo.o 
03.0 
01. 5 
oo.o 
oo.o 
04.0 
01. 5 
01.0 
00.0 
co.a 
01. 5 
co. 0 
01. 5 
00.0 
01. 5 
OL5 
01. 5 
01. 5 
02. 5 
01. 0 
02. 0 
01. 5 
01. 0 
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TABLE XVII 
COMPANIONSHIP OF INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN WHILE WATCHING TELEVISION 
Percentage of Time 
Child Alone With Adult With Child 
Oi 1.4 2.9 5.7 
02 2.7 6.1 1. 2 
03 4.6 1.1 4.3 
04 2.3 4.4 3.3 
05 5.2 4.8 0.0 
06 1. 2 1.0 7.8 
07 1. 2 5.2 3.6 
08 0.6 4.6 4.8 
09 2.3 7.5 0.2 
10 3.0 6.5 0.5 
11 3.1 6.5 0.4 
12 0.8 1.9 7.3 
13 1.1 8.3 0.6 
14 4.4 5.4 0.2 
15 0.5 7.2 2.3 
16 0.6 3.9 5.5 
17 4.0 3.0 2.1 
18 0.2 5.1 4.7 
19 2.8 3.7 3.5 
20 0.6 2.4 7.0 
21 o.o o.o o.o 
22 1. 0 8.8 0.2 
23 4.8 4.5 0.7 
24 2.2 6.0 l. 8 
25 o.o o.o 0.0 
26 3.0 6.7 0.3 
27 0.6 5.0 4.4 
28 0.5 3.7 5.8 
29 2.4 7.3 0.3 
30 0.2 1. 9 7.9 
31 o.o 5.8 4.2 
32 o.o 6.3 3.7 
33 0.0 9.8 0.2 
34 0.6 2.9 6.5 
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TELEVISION-VIEWING INVENTORY 
The Television-Viewing Inventory was designed to provide a check-
list to record each program a child viewed, the intensity with which the 
child viewed each program, the companion with whom the child viewed 
each program, and the parent's attitude toward the program the child 
viewed. The Television-Viewing Inventory requires the child's parent 
to record the daily program choices and characteristics of his child's 
viewing habits by checking a printed Television-Viewing Inventory form. 
The Television-Viewing Inventory form consists of a form listing 
every program available in the Fayetteville, Arkansas viewing area 
between 7:00 a.m. and 11:00 p.m. Two separate forms were prepared for 
the two one-week recorded viewing period. Each program is identified 
on the Television-Viewing Inventory by a five-digit number. The first 
digit, 1 or 2, designates the first or second week of the study. The 
second digit, 0 through 6, designates the day of the week, Friday 
threugh Thursday. The final three digits designate the specific 
progra111. The time aad televisien channel where each program is 
presented are also provided. 
Each program is given a type number used in analyzing the patterns 
of viewing behavior. Each program is classified by the investigator 
into one of the following types: adventure - 1, cartoons - 2, game 
show - 3, adult information - 4, movie - 5, mystery - 6, serial (soap 
opera) - 7, situation comedy - 8, sports - 9, adult variety - 10, 
religious - 11, children's educational - 12, children's variety - 13. 
The parent is asked to record every program the child watches 
during the Television-Viewing Inventory periods. He is also asked 
to record certain aspects of the child's viewing behavior: (1) whether 
the child watches alone or with someone; (2) the intensity with which 
the child watches---constant, intermittent, or little; and (3) the 
parent's attitude toward the specific program the child watches---
approval, neutral, or disapproval. 
The instructions for completing the Television-Viewing Inventory 
are presented on page 88. An example of a completed page from a 
Television-Viewing Inventory form, as submitted by one parent, is 
presented in Figure 1 on page 89. 
For analysis purposes, the programs recorded for each child may 
be analyzed for total viewing time, viewing time according to inten-
sity of viewing, viewing time according to companionship, viewing 
time according to parental attitude, or vfewing time according to 
program type. The individual programs may also be analyzed for each 
of these factors with the data provided by each individual child. 
88 
TELEVISION-VIEWING INVENTORY INSTRUCTIONS 
Your careful completion of the attached check-list will give 
information of interest to you about your child's television viewing 
habits. After I tabulate the results of the check-lists from all 
of the University of Arkansas Nursery School children, the composite 
results will be interesting to you. 
For the results to be meaningful, all parents need to follow the 
same instructions. 
1. Please check the sheet after EVERY program your child watches. 
2. Please check the appropriate columns in each of the three 
sections for each program. 
3. For checking the "Intensity of Watching" (the concentration 
with which your child watches), please use the following 
definitions: 
Constant - child's entire attention was on the program during 
at least 757. of the program. 
Intermittent - child did at least one other activity (such 
as eating, exercising, artwork, etc.) while 
watching the program. 
Little - child actually watched the program less than half 
the time the program was in progress. 
4. For checking the ~iddle section, please check the column/s 
that are true for half or more of the program time. 
5. For checking the "Parents' Reaction to Program" section, 
please check the column that most nearly reflects your 
feeling toward that particular program. 
6. The program types are listed according to the following 
1 - Adventure 8 - Situation Comedy 
2 
- Cartoon 9 - Sports 
3 - Game Shew 10 - Adult Variety 
4 - Adult Information 11 - Religious 
code: 
5 - Movie 12 - Children's Educational 
6 - Mystery 13 - Children's Variety 
7 - Serial 
SAT. IELEVlSION VIEWING INVENIORY 
Inten•lty of Watches Program Alone 
Watching or w1 th S0ateone 
.. I "' 
" 
... 
~ a ... ., 00 
:I e ;: ... .. .. " .. .. .. Code TV .. ... 
" 
... .s: .s: .. 
., ~ .. ~ .D ., .. .z No. Ch. Time Program Type 
" 
.. 
-
0 ~ 0 
" ~ < "' :i: 0 u ..., 
11001 5,7 7100 Woody Woodpecker 2 
11002 6,16 7100 Sylvester snd Tweety 2 
11003 8,12 7•00 Tom & Jerry/Grape Ape 2 
11004 5,7 7130 Pink Panther 2 x x x 
11005 6,16 7130 Bugs Bunny/Ro&d Runner 2 
11006 8,12 e:oo Jabber jaw 2 
11007 6 ,16 8•30 Tarzan 2 
11008 8.12 8130 Scooby Doo/Dynomutt 2 
llQO-Lhl,. 9:00 t-1._clluff, the Talking Dog l 
11010 6.16 9:00 Shazam/Isls 1 x x x 
11011 5.7 9•30 Monster Sauad l 
11012 8 ,12 9130 Krofft Supershow 2 
11013 s, 7 10:00 Land of the Lost 8 
11014 6 ,16 10:00 Ark II 8 x x 
11015 lI 10100 Electric Company 12 
11016 5,7 10•30 Big John, Little John 8 
11ou 6,16 lOIJO Clue Club 2 K K 
Figure 1. Specimen Page from Television-Viewing Inventory 
Detc: Sept, 18, 1976 
Parent'• Reactlo1 
to Program 
... i :; 
"O i 0 < ... .. .. a. .. .. 
"" .. .. u :! 
.z a. ~ 0. .. 0 0 < z 
x 
x 
x 
x 
00 
'° 
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STARKWEATHER SOCIAL CONFORMITY TEST 
FOR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN* 
developed by 
Elizabeth K. Starkweather 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
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The Starkweather Social Conformity Test is a research instrument 
designed to measure com.forming and nonconforming behavior by providing 
the young child with opportunities to make choices in a situation in 
which he can follow a model or respond freely according to his own 
prefereaces. The test discriminates between children who are compulsive 
conformists or nonconformists and children who are free to use either 
confon11ing or nonconforming behavior. 
The social conformity test was designed to meet the following 
criteria: (a) The compulsive quality and the conforming quality 
of a child's behavior must be measured independently. The child who 
is a compulsive nonconformist is just as rigid as the child who is a 
compulsive conformist. (b) The test must be adjustable in order that 
the opportunity to conform be of similar potency for all children. 
Conforming behavior is coanon when a child has an opportunity to 
conform to persons he likes, whereas the reverse is true in the case 
of persons he dislikes. Similarly, conforming behavior is to be 
expected when it involves the choice of a preferred object. 
The social confermity test is based on color preferences and is 
adjusted to the actual preferences of individual children. A pretest 
provides an opportunity for each child to indicate his color preferences. 
Then in the test proper, each child is given opportunities to conform 
as he constructs a picture booklet, page by page, identical to or 
different from booklets constructed for other persons (e.g., parents 
or peers). 
Color Preference Pretest 
A color wheel, consisting of 13 different colored strips of paper 
attached to a cardboard disc, is presented to the child. He ranks 
these colors by first tearing off the one he likes best, and then con-
tinuing, one color at a time, until he has torn all colors from the 
disc. The five colors raaked as 1, 4, 7, 10, and 13, are then used in 
*This research was supported by the U.S. Office of Education, 
Cooperative Research Project #1967, and administered by the Research 
Foundation, Oklahoma State University. 
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the testing of that particular child. In this way for each child the 
social conformity test includes colors which he prefers and colors 
which he does not prefer. This adjustment is made to assure that the 
opportunity to conform will be of similar potency for all children 
tested. 
The reliability of this method of determining color preferences 
was tested by administering the color wheel twice to a group of 29 
children and analyzing their responses for consistency of color 
preferences. In this analysis, a color was accepted as retaining its 
relative position if its rank changed no more than three places from 
the first to the second session. The colors which were high-ranking 
(#1 and #4) and low-ranking (#10 and I 13) during the first sess~on 
did retain their relative positions during the second session (X • 
2 9 • 21 7 ; f < . 001 ) • 
Construction of Picture Booklets 
The social conformity test gives each child opportunities to 
conform to other persons while constructing a small picture booklet 
of colored pages (2" x 3"). When the focus is on conformity to peers, 
the child is asked to name three friends; then three identical pages 
(e.g., the picture of a cow on a red page) are placed before the 
child and he is told that these are for his friends. He is then given 
his choice between a page identical to those for his friends and a 
page of a different color (e.g., the picture of a cow on a blue page). 
For these choices, the five colors selected in the pretest are arranged 
in pairs, each color being paired with every other color twice, tllaking 
a total of 20 pairs. These are presented to the child in such a way 
that he has an opportunity to choose between red and blue, for example, 
when his friends receive red and again when his friends receive blue. 
The assumption underlying this design is that the child who really 
prefers one of the two colors will choose that color on both occasions 
if he is fr!! to use conforming or nonconforming behavior, whereas 
the conformist will choose the preferred color only when his friends 
receive it, and the nonconformist will choose the preferred color 
only when his friends do not receive it. 
The sequence in which the paired colors are presented to each 
child is shown on the attached score sheet. In this sequence no 
color appears in two consecutive pairs and each color appears on the 
right and on the left an equal number of times. The conforming color, 
i.e., the color given to the friends, is the color on the left during 
the first half of the sequence and on the right during the last half; 
thus, the child who chooses all colors from one side, for whatever 
reason, would appear to be conforming half the time and nonconforming 
half the time, and the resulting test score of zero would accurately 
indicate that he had not been influenced by the opportunities to 
conform. 
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Scoring 
The scoring of thti social conformity test consists of a numerical 
count of the conforming and nonconforming responses made by the child. 
A 0-score, or difference score, is then figured by subtracting the 
number of nonconforming responses from the number of conforming 
responses. The possible range of D-scores is from -20 (complete 
nonconformity) to +20 (complete conformity). 
Evaluation 
The Starkweather Social Conformity Test was administered to 200 
children, ranging in age from two years six months to five years 
eleven months. The children were assigned to experimental and control 
groups, matched according to sex and age (within four months). For 
the children in the experimental group, the test was administered 
first with an opportunity for conformity to peers (three friends) and 
again with an opportunity for conformity to parents. For the children 
in the control group, the test situation provided no opportunity to 
conform, Data obtained from these three test situations were analyzed 
to determine whether the opportunity to conform did influence the 
responses of the children, and to determine whether the influence was 
greater in one situation than in another. If the social conformity 
test provided a valid measure of the influence (positive or negative) 
of the opportunity to conform, then the children in the experimental 
group should have larger 0-scores than the children in the control 
group. (For the control group, the distribution of conforming and 
nonconforming responses would be the result of chance, and the D-scores 
for this group should approximate zero). 
An analysis of the frequency of large and small D-scores indicated 
that the children in the experiments~ group were influenced by the 
opportunity to conform to parents (X • 8.219; ...e..< .01). A similar 
analysis of the responses of these children when given an opportunity 
to conform to peers showed no difference betw2en their responses and 
those of the children in the control group (X • 1.020; n.s.). These 
results indicate that the social conformity test does measure the 
influence of the opportunity to conform, and to this extent it is a 
valid instrument. For the young children who participated in this 
study, the opportunity to conform to parents was a more potent 
influence than the opportunity to conform to peers. 
'nle internal consistency of the social conformity test was deter-
mined by a split-half analysis of the responses of the children when 
they had an opportunity to conform to parents. The number of conform-
ing responses made by each child during the first and last half of the 
test were used in this analysis. The Spearman-Brown formula yielded 
a correlation coefficient of +O. 779 (P < . Ol). (For this and subse-
quent analyses, the experimental group was enlarged to include 20 boys 
and 20 girls in each of the three age groups: three-year-olds, 
four-year-olds, and five-year-olds. 
In the design of the social conformity test, the assumption was 
made that strong likes and dislikes would influence a child's con-
forming behavior. The validity of this assumption was demonstrated 
in an analysis of the number of times that the children accepted and 
rejected their favorite color and their least liked color. When con-
forming required that a child accept one or the other of t2ese two 
colors, the favorite color was more frequently accepted (X • 38.861; 
.e_<.001). When confonning required that the child reject one of 
these two c~lors, the least liked color was the more frequently 
rejected (X • 69.962; f( .001). 
The data were further analyzed for age and sex differences. No 
significant age differences in conforming behavior were apparent; 
however, there were marked sex differences. Of the 120 children in 
the group, 41 had large D-scores. Boys and girls were influenced by 
the opportunity to conform to parents; however, the girls were 
primarily conformists and the boys were both conformists and non-
conformists. This dif~erence between the boys and girls was statis-
tically significant (X • 7.351; .e_<.Ol). 
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STARKWEATHER SOCIAL CONFORMITY TEST 
FOR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN 
Name_~Q.~/J-r..:./---.:::::O;...,lb~--------- Sex F Number 0 4, 
Bi rthdate ..3- .:2 9- 7.3 Date 10 - I- 7 fe Age J',' cO 
' Color Preferences: lst-A_..J,p--=ll~r..J,p;;...:.../=e.;.__ 4th-B (!er JS e, 
7th-c +a..n lOth-D @re en 13th-E ·ye lltJW 
Testing Place Pa.yetfey;/le 1 Arkra.nsaS 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
c nc 
@a 
@o 
E@ 
cG) 
D ® 
@c 
Q) D 
E@ 
G) A 
©E 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
nc c 
c 0 
G B 
@ c 
G)A 
0 E 
0 c 
oG) 
c0 
E0 
0 D 
Conformity (c) : ___ /::....O=------
Nonconformity (nc) : __ ....,./'"""O ____ _ 
D-Score: 0 0 
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STARKWEATHER SOCIAL RELATIONS TEST 
FOR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN* 
developed by 
Elizabeth K. Starkweather 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
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nie Starkweather Social Relations Test is designed to measure a 
young child's social value within his own peer group. It is more than 
a test of popularity. It combines a picture interview technique with 
gift-giving, and each child's value in his group is measured in terms 
of the extent to which his gift-giving is reciprocated by the children 
whom he chooses. The assumption underlying the choice of gift-giving 
as a technique for measuriRg social relations is that an individual 
wants to benefit someone he likes. 
The Instrument 
The materials needed for the social relations test include the 
following: 
(1) A composite picture of the children in the group. A picture 
is needed to help each child remember the other children in his group 
and to permit him to indicate each choice by pointing to a picture of 
by naming a child. Individual pictures of the children can be mounted·· 
on heavy mat board or, as is necessary with large groups, a composite 
picture can be constructed from pictures taken of a few children at a 
time. Examples of two composite pictures used in the present study 
are presented in Figures 1 and 2. 
(2) Inexpensive toys, such as small plastic cars, marbles, 
balloons, and pictures. These toys are the gifts which are given to 
the chosen children. The number of toys needed depends upon the number 
of children participating in the study. Sixteen gifts are needed for 
each child -- four each of four different gifts. Gift-giving as the 
technique for measuring social relations among young children is of 
particular value because the child makes his choice of other children 
in terms of specific criteria (the gifts) which he can understand, 
*The Starkweather Social Relations Test was developed as a part 
of the creativity research supported by the Research Foundation, 
Oklahoma State University. 
Figure 2. Composite Picture of the Morning Group of Nursery School Cltildren 
Figure 3. Composite Picture of the Afternoon Group of Nursery School Children 
and the_actual giving of a gift, as a consequence of the child's 
naming an0ther child, emphasizes the importance of his choice and 
thereby increases the probability of the test results being valid. 
(3) Enveloped, pre-labelled with the names of the children in 
the group. In order to insure the privacy of the children's choices 
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of other children, a method of distributing the gifts without identi-
fying the giver is essential. One method that has been most successful 
has been that of having the child, as he makes his choices, help to 
place the gifts in pre-labelled enveloped designated as belonging to 
the children he has chosen. Attractive and interesting enveloped can 
be easily made from the pages of a wallpaper sample book, preferably a 
sample book for wallpaper that is clothbacked. 
Administration 
First the composite picture of the children in the peer group is 
shown to the child, and he is encouraged to name all the children 
pointing to each one as he does so. ''Here is a picture of children 
you know. Can you find your picture? (Pause) Tell me who the other 
children are." 
The child is then given his choice of several possible gifts, 
with the understanding that the one he chooses is his to keep. For 
example, he may choose one of several small plastic toys, such as 
animals or cars. Three gifts, identical to the one chosen by the 
child for himself, are then placed on the table before him. "These 
(cars) are for your friends." The experimenter then touches the 
toys (cars) one at a time and asks the child to whom he wants each 
one to be given. As the child makes his choices, he puts each gift 
in the pre-labelled envelope designated as belonging to the child he 
has chosen. Th.is procedure of gift-giving is repeated until the 
child has chosen friends for four different gifts, making a total of 
12 choices. · 
Scoring 
The scoring of the social relations test is designed to show the 
relationship between the child's choice of other children and their 
choice of him. For example, Chilq F-1316, as shown in Table I, was 
chosen by five of the seven children whom she chose. In calculating 
her social relations (S.R.) score, her relationship to each of the 
seven children is expressed as a weighted score to show the return 
that she received on her investment; and then the sum of, these 
weighted scores is divided by seven, i.e., is divided by the total 
number of children chosen by her. These calculations can be illus-
trated as follows: 
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0/2 + 1/1 + 1/1 + 1/3 + 2/1 + 2/3 + 0/1 
-
0.00 + 1.00 + 1.00 + 0.33 + 2.00 + 0.67 + 0.00 5.00 0 71 7 - -- ... 
In the following table, the scores of three children are presented 
for the purpose of illustrating the meaning of the social relations 
scores. The first child, F-1316, chose seven of the other children; 
and in turn, five of them chose her. She chose these children a 
total of 12 times, but she was chosen by them only nine times and 
did not receive a complete return on her investment in them. Her 
score was 0.71. The second child, M-1337, was a child who was 
liked by everybody and was very popular. He spread himself in his 
gift-giving and was frequently chosen by other children. His score 
of 1.25 shows that he received a large return on his investment in 
the other children. The third child, M-1318, chose seven of the 
others, but only two of them chose him. His score of 0.12 shows 
clearly that he received little return on his investment in the 
other children. 
TABLE I 
STARKWEATHER SOCIAL RELATIONS TEST: EXAMPLES OF DATA 
FOR THE CALCULATION OF S.R. SCORES 
Other Children 
A B c D' E F G H S.R. Score 
F-1316 is chosen 0 1 1 1 2 2 0 2 
F-1316 chooses 2 1 1 3 1 3 1 0 0. 71 
M-1337 is chosen · 1 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 
M-1337 chooses 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1. 25 
M-1318 is chosen 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
M-1318 chooses 1 1 2 3 1 2 2 0 0.12 
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Possible scores on the social relations test range from 0.00 
to 4.00. A score of O.OO, which is not uncommon, would be earned by a 
child who received no return on his investment in other children; i.e., 
no child to whom he gave a gift would have chosen him in return. A 
score of 4.00, which is highly improbable, would be earned by a child 
who received a maximum return on his investment in other children; 
i.e., he would have given gifts to 12 different children and each 
would have chosen him four times in return. Thus far, in the testing 
of several hundred children, the highest score has been 1.89, which 
was earned by a child who considered everyone his friend and;wh't, 
in return, was considered a very special friend by almost everyone 
in his peer group. 
Unpublished Manuscript 
June 1971 
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ATI'ENTION SPAN OBSERVATIONS 
'lbe behayior of each child was recorded continuously at thirty-
seeond intervals for three five-minute periods. During each observa-
tion the following were noted: name of activity; type play by social 
quality, i.e., solo, parallel, associative, or cooperative; companions; 
and type verbalization. The described play was recorded on a form 
(Figure 4) which includes spaces for the child's name, code number, 
age, and the date of each observation. Each of the observations was 
made during a time while the child was engaged in a self-selected 
activity. At least one observation was made during an outdoor play 
period and one was made during an indoor play period; the third obser-
vation was made either indoors or outside. There was an interval of 
at least one week between observations of each child. 
The attention span score is a numberical count of the total 
number of times the child changed activities. This total includes 
the changes during each of the three observations. The higher the 
attention span score is, the shorter the child's attention span is. 
That is, a child who engages in many activities during a limited 
period of time spends a short average length of time with each 
activity. 
A completed Attention Span Observation form is included in 
Figure 4. The child whose actiTity was recorded on this form engaged 
in 18 activities during 15 minutes; this means he spent an average 
of .83 minutes doing each activity. 
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ATTENTION SPAN OBSERVATION 
Sex M Code Number M-10 Name Boy 10 
-----
Score 18 Age 4:5 
~~~~~~~~~~ 
Inside 
October 21, 1976 
1:45 sensory play 
with play dough, no 
verbalization; 
//Tracy,Torrmy, Tchr. 
1:45.5 same 
1:46 Look and talk 
to self in mirror 
solo 
1:46.5 Hitting 
mirror, solo, 
no verb. 
1:47 Swept science 
pictures on floor, 
solo, no verb. 
1:47.S Climbs ladder 
and slides down 
slide, solo, no 
verb. 
Outside 
Sept. 21, 1976 
3:00 pushing cart 
across playground 
solo 
3 :00. 5 same 
3:01 Held cart while 
Tommy put sand in 
cart; no verb. 
3:01. 5 same 
3:02 Dumps sand 
from cart, solo, 
no verb. 
3:03.5 Runs across 
playyard with cart, 
solo, no verb. 
3:04 Ran inside to 
use toilet, solo 
verbalization 
1:48 Helps tchr. pick 3:04.5 Same 
up science materials 
some verb. 
1:48.5 Pinch Debbie, 
No verb. 
7 Activity Changes 4 Activity Changes 
Testing Place Fayetteville 
Third Observation 
Nov. 10, 1976 
1:15 fingerpainting, solo, 
no verbalization 
1:15.5 same 
1:16 wash hands, hug 
tchr. , no verb. 
1:16.5 same 
1:17 Wash hair in 
washing machine, solo, 
no verb. 
1:17.5 same 
1:18 Tackles Leesha, no 
verbalization. 
1:18.5 Runs to C.A. Rm., 
solo, no verb. 
1:19 Runs to block rm., 
solo, no verb. 
1:19.5 Rocking and 
balancing on hollow 
block, solo, no verb. 
7 Activity Changes 
Figure 4. A Completed Attention Span ObservaUon Fonn. 
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DESCRIPTIVE Dl\TA FROM TELEVISION-VIEWING INVENTORY 
The tables in this section provide a complete listing of all 
programs available in the Fayetteville, Arkansas, viewing area during 
the two weeks that the Television-Viewing Inventory forms were used. 
Each day's listing provides the date of the listing, the hour the 
program was presented, the length of the program, the name of the 
program, the type of the program, and the number of children who 
watched that particular program. 
The programs are grouped by weeks with all of the programs offered 
during the first Television-Viewing Inventory recording week listed 
together followed by those programs offered during the second 
Television-Viewing Inventory recording week. The number of programs 
available was greater during the second recording period because of 
a change by the television cable company resulting in an increased 
number of channels available. 
Len 1th 
TABLE XVIII 
PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR VIEWING DURING THE WEEKS OF 
~ll~EMBBB. 17-.23, 1976 AND NOVEMBER 12-18, 1976 
Friday, September 17, 1976 
':'Ir.es 
l•Hautes Tl111e T~p,. ;,~~~~~s ;\.-:_• ----'-"~"-'-c -------'-:-''-:-' ___ v_1 '_"°_' 
lOOol 120. 
10002 60 
10003 120 
10004 
IOOOS 
10006 
10007 
10000 
10009 
10010 
lOOll 
JO 
60 
JO 
JO 
JO 
90 
60 
JO 
10012 JO 
1001) 30 
10014 )Q 
lOOB JO 
10016 JO 
10017 JO 
100 l8 )0 
10019 )0 
10020 30 
10021 
1002'2 
10021 
JO 
JO 
30 
10024 JO 
lOOU JO 
100 26 
10027 
JO 
JO 
100 28 )0 
100 29 JO 
100 )0 60 
100 31 60 
100 31 JO 
100 33 JO 
100 34 60 
100 35 30 
100 )6 
100 37 
100 " 
100 )9 
D040 
lOOi.I 
1004{ 
1004) 
10041< 
1004~ 
100'6 
1001;7 
10048 
100<.9 
1ov:.o 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
" JO 
JO 
60 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
30 
)Q 
7'00 
7100 
7'00 
7110 
arno 
!•00 
9:00 
t:oo 
9:00 
9:00 
9:)0 
10:00 
10:00 
lO:OC 
10100 
10;)0 
lO:JO 
101)0 
1 l :oo 
11:00 
11 :00 
11100 
11130 
11:30 
111)0 
11:30 
12:00 
lz:oo 
12100 
12:)0 
121)0 
lZIJO 
l :0{) 
1•0-0 
I :){I 
1130 
1:)0 
2:00 
2.100 
2'00 
2:15 
21)0 
);QQ 
):00 
):00 
)100 
):QO 
J:JO 
):)0 
):)0 
GGO<! Mornlog, A"'erle• 
Hornlng Show 
C•pteln Kang•roo 
C•rtooo Ct rc::us 
Seaford aad Soii. 
Price I~ Rlght 
"'lo..-1• 
Sua • ., Street 
Celebrl ty S\letp~ rake• 
Whu~l of fortu1a 
Gamblt 
thctrlc C0111p•ny 
ll1an'• llope 
8ollywood Squaru 
Love of L1(e 
Happ)' O.y• 
Fm Factory 
Young and the ~estleu 
Hot S111t 
C?Qclcett'• Victory Carden 
Gong ShO'loJ 
Sl!!•rcb for To:norraw 
Helody H.at1n.ee 
All My cn1ldren 
lyai: '• Hope w-. 
Daya of O\lr Li•e!1 
1.-s the World Tuna 
Fa111ly Feud 
$20,000 Pyra.,,ld 
Spaeial of the We.,>. 
Ooetors 
Guiding L1ght 
Ont Life to Live 
Anotber \lorld 
All In the f1'!'11ll'." 
P::leetrie Cc.p.any 
Gl!!nl!! r~ l Hosp! t~ I 
Match Ga"'e 
socri.,ru:t 
Q1r.ah 
£dgl!! Of l'igMt 
Tat~ lete ll!!' 
!ith~er Roger!! 
Gong Show 
Lo't S•ucet" 
Uncle Zeb's C•rtoon Cemp 
" 
12 
7 
10 
12 
10 
7 
12 
lJ 
2 
15 
11 
10051 
10052 
lOOSJ 
10054 
1005) 
100'6 
10057 
100>8 
lOOS'il 
10060 
l0061 
10062 
1006) 
lil0<>4 
10065 
10Q;6 
10067 
1006• 
10069 
10070 
10011 
l0072 
1007) 
10071. 
10075 
10076 
10077 
1007! 
l0079 
10080 
10081 
100!12 
1008) 
60 
]() 
JO 
60 
JO 
JO 
lo 
60 
lO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
lO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
90 
60 
JO 
JO 
60 
JO 
JO 
10084 1 ~o 
10C8S 90 
10066 30 
10087 
1006.S. 
lOOB'l' 
10090 
10091 
60 
60 
JO 
90 
ioo92 n 
1009) 120 
1009t. 30 
10095 I 20 
100% )0 
10097 )0 
I009B 
10099 " 90 
):)0 
J:lO 
):lO 
4!00 
<.:00 
4'00 
4100 
4'00 
4:30 
4:30 
4:l0 
4:30 
4']() 
l•OO 
s:oo 
s:oo 
s:oo 
s:oo 
):)Q 
6:00 
6:00 
6:)0 
61)0 
6:JCl 
6110 
7:00 
7'00 
7 :oo 
7'00 
71)0 
8 :oo 
8:00 
8;00 
6:00 
8:30 
8:)0 
8 :)0 
'l:OO 
9;QO 
10:00 
10:)0 
10:10 
10:10 
lO: 30 
10:45 
10:4'.j. 
llrU 
11 :JO 
12 :oo 
SeH•t Street 
Gl lllga11'• :shod 
~1!'¥1 tthl!'~ 
Cu11JlllOke 
Lc•YI!' Ct to Be..,ver 
Hickey )io,u!le Club 
Part rt ~ge Fa•l ly 
Of11ah 
Andy Cr!Hlth 
!leverl'." Hlllb!llles 
Cl lllgan's rsh11d 
!l•ctric Co.p.-ny 
Lucy Sbov 
Family Affair 
z-
GCl:ller ?yle, ;·.s.~.c. 
"·~ 
HM 
1!011;,D. 'a lil!!IOl!!S 
1'11 Threl!! Sons 
" 
ll 
10 
• 
12 
l} 
Tiat Good Ole N11,lw! l!e !-iuslc 10 
ll!!t 1 ! ).,!•kl!! • 0...1 
S•turday licrnln.-, Par•d" 
!:ttrybody lldn a Caro·J!l!!l 
lJ 
A!C Sat. Sauli• ?el!!li I) 
W,.1tilri1ton lo'el!!k In levltv 
Sanford and Sori 
Kov1ir 
Wtl.d !:1n11;d0lll 
1.J.5.A.: People •nd Polltle!I 
~vh 
Ho•le 
1111 ly Gr•h•m Cf\JUde 
F.at Boo11.e 
Johnny C•rsou 
!1!!'1n! s Iii ~h l I ptlt s 
Ho•le 
i'erry !-Ill.son 
Kary 1il'!r~no.11:i., ~.ary Har:tC!lllll 
Untouelu1bles 
l\ootdes 
l'!ldntgl'\t Specie! 
ll 
10 
IO 
10 
2 
'· 
.o 
1--' 
0 
00 
Cod• L111.gth 
""'.'4Jn1,1tts "Tl•e 
11001 30 
11002 30 
11001 60 
11004 JO 
11005- 60 
11006 
l1007 
1100! 
1100, 
11010 
11011 
11012 
llOl'J 
UQl4 
HOH 
11016 
11011 
11011 
,. 
"' 
" 
"' 60 
,. 
to 
,. 
JO 
" 30 
,. 
· noa JO 
11020 30 
11021 JO 
Ue22 lO 
lift>·· ~ 
11024 ]O 
11025 60 
11026 JO 
11027 JO 
1102! 
1102' 30 
11030 lO 
11031 
11032 JO 
Will 30 
11034 110 
llOJ.5 
11036 
11017 
llO:la 
ll0l9 
11040 
" 30 
lO 
'" 
7000 
7'00 
1000 
mo 
7'30 
.... 
..,. 
!1)0 
9100 
'"'' 9:30 
9;](1 
10100 
10,00 
10100 
1013() 
1000 
101]0 
11100 
11100 
u~oo 
11100 
11•30 
111'° 
111)0 
12:00 
12:00 
l2t00 
12100 
l2tl0 
121)0 
121l0 
121].0 
1:00 
1100 
l :00 
1:00 
"°" 1115 
11)0 
Saturday, September 18, 1976 
\load7 \loOdf>t!Ckllr 
Sylvnttr •11d Twe1t1 ' 
To. 6. .Jorrry/Gr•p.e Ape 
P!llk Panther 
lug• iua'1y/load Rumier 
.J•bbe:'.l•• 
Sc<>oby Doo/l>y1Ul11Utt 
JokOuff, th.1 T•lkhls Do! 
SUz..Jhl1 
Haase...- S1111ut.d 
XiroHtSupe,..iw.,. 
~11.d Clf tl&c Loet 
Ark II 
!Jeetrlc Coapi;riy 
lta .Job?J, Lt Uh Jola 
C:l\11-Club 
Mhtar loitu 
X!d1 f~ C.A.P.IC,I. 
F•t Al!Mrt 
Al-t Anythl1111 Gge1 
Rot 1\ldg1t 
F\111 C111b 
Chlldrn'• nla F•stl•l 
k11jo 
Sow.d,. of Ll but7 
Cbildrt:A'• spcct•l 
AIA.'• S1H1rt• 1.!orld 
C-tr Pyle, U.S.H,C. 
Wb•t ., .. ,,..,;:1.g 
wt.o, ~•t, Haw s1r;.,.. 
1•rtrld1• -,..11,. 
W.111'• Wo•k5M.op 
l.a.seball 
Wld1t ""°rld or Sport• 
!yp• 
12 
" 
·-·-'13 
I 
) 
10 
lJ 
" 
Tl•u 
Vt1111td 
• ;, 
11041 30 
11042 30 
11043 180 
11044 30 
11045 120 
110/i.6 
11047 60 
11048 60 
1104, JO 
11050 )(I 
11051 eo 
11052 )0 
11053 '° 
nos. 60 
11055 60 
11056 Ml 
11057 XI 
11051 30 
11)0 
'"" 2:00 
"30 
, ... 
"'" ....
4'00 
,, .. 
,. .. 
, ... 
,,,. 
S1JO 
.... 
6:00 
.... 
"" 
""' 110-59 Ml 7100 
11060 30 7100 
11061 lO 7100 
11062· ~"IO.... 71C!O 
11063 lO 7130 
11064 tO 7 IJO 
11065 60 1•00 
11066 )() 1100 
11067 llO a100 
11061 JO- 1130 
11069 120 •iOO 
u010 ..,•o ___ 9100 
non &o ':oo 
ll072 ,,00 
ll07l . )Cl 10:00 
11074 120 10:30 
ll075 
11076 
ll!lO 
ll 1]0 
CllJtPl Ill to Grou.ian 
!!11 •luc 1'1.aI"bl• 
U.S. Ope T111111h 
Qr.a tut Earth 'on snow 
COilege 1'"-tUll 
Ct- 5"9caM 
\1"9tltn1 
OlYl'Pl•d 
JO Hbvt .. 
MHbTi l i 1t M tile lo&' 
IJpst•Jra, Do11ut•ln 
Port•r \1111ooo:r 
lie• ltaw 
Flrlng Ltn• 
W•!!:"" Tr11ta 
v1.,. Y•ldll!z 
!aergimt:y 
J'9(fenoaa 
Iru tba T•rrtbh 
........ 
Parry C-0 
Hovt1 
Job IClwhlrt 
Miu Aaerlc• P•1ent 
Ont lobo:rt• 
Lavrt11c1 Worlk 
Kowl• 
S•t11rdl1 Nlii:llt C-dy 
" 
10 
7 
10 
" 
lO 
10 
11 
10 
..... 
0 
'° 
TABLE 
Sunday, 
Code Length 
>o. Htnuc:e:a T111e Progr• ,.,,, 
12001 60 ,,., JerT"f" r 11w11 11 
12002 ,. 7'00 CartCOD Clron 2 
12001 ,. 7•00 GroOY1• Goollea 2 
12004 
"' 
71l0 hllglon 11 
12005 ,.
""' 
Thu.e •re the Days 2 
12006 ,. .... ..l1glow. 11 
12007 )() 81)0 ldJ1!on 11 
12008 JO 
''"" 
l•ll1toa 11 
12009 30 "'o l.ell1l• 11 
i2010 30 m•oo bl11ta.. 11 
l20ll ,. 10100 c-ra Thn1 • 
12012 
"' 
10:3{) a.u.1111a 11 
1201) ,. 10130 Heit the 1'res1 • U014 30 11100 ldl,gl-OD. 11 
12015 ]O u:oo SooS•'-•lf :4 
12016 
" 
11100 r.._. 11.:l:Annen • 
12017 JO lll)O ctwrch SeT'ri.ce 11 
i201e JO lllJO Crtu1d1ta1ul 
' 12019 JO 111,0 !ndght • 
12020 ]0 i2100 Good Llf1 
' 12021 ]0 12100 Fa~ the Natlo. • 
12022 
" 
lZIOO 111 .,.u., I 
1202) 60 1"00 Col h&I F90tbd I 176 
' l2024 JO 12110 IOl:ly a11d Suun Al- ll 
12025 30 12110 Jin. Today 
' 12026 l>O 1'00 MF'l. rootb.alt 
' 12027 
"' 
1'00 Mori• 
' 12028 120 1<00 Leourd l1rnst1! o 
' 1202'1 60 1<00 Coll•• FootbAll 
' 120}0 90 2<00 Mo"11 
' l20JI ?<J 21'.lO Mori• 
' 120)2 60 ):00 Genl:nrh • 12on l!O ,, .. D.S. Opn. Tn11.l1 
' 12034 150 )1]0 Mn. P'ootbAll 
XVIII (CONTINUED) 
September 19, 1976 
Tl•U Codi! I..ln'lth 
Yl11wed h'o. Minutes 11 .... 
• 120)5 ,, . ]1)0 
• 12036 '° "'" • 1ZOl7 l-0 4100 
• 120)! ,. .. .. 
L 120)9 60 4130 
• 12""1 )() .. ,., 
L 1"'41 60 ,, .. 
0 12042. 
" 
.... 
• l204l 30 .... 
• 12044 30 3130 
0 12045 60 6•00 
0 12046 60 6•00 
0 11:041 60 6<00 
0 1204! 60 6•00 
0 ,,.., 60 7:00 
0 12050 
" 
,, .. 
0 12051 
" 
7:00 
0 12052 60 ,, .. 
0 1205) 
" 
.... 
0 1'2054 60 tlzOO 
0 uoss .. "°o 
0 12056 60 ,, .. 
0 120'S7 60 .... 
•. 
'''"' 
120 . ... 
• 12059 "' "'° 0 12060 ]O 91lO 
l 12061 )0 HJIOO 
0 12062 110 101)0 
0 12.06) )0 10130 
l 12064 )0 101)0 
. 12065 60 lllO!l 
0 12~6 
" 
11100 
0 12067 JO 11:00 
Pro.gr .. 
U.S. Optn Ttll!lh 
"""' Cold~ Hon!c.1ne Football 
C.uinti.11 
l'Ta.11.k Jl?'Oyle• 
Crocli1tt'1 G1rde1 
Oklaho. Footbal I 
'-erlu.1 Lt fe Sc7le 
·-$25,000 Pyuiald 
World of Dlsaey 
60 H!ntea 
-· 
-lllet'J Qul!H 
Jell.A.Ar Cuh 
Stx Million OQllar Man 
t"1nt1>11 at tha Pop' 
Cclu.bo 
JC:ojak 
..... 
M111ter.>iioc1 1"heatr1 
A-rle&!l hracl1 
Thetter In herl c• 
C..p1lg11. and the C-ndldatu 
!-attle for tbe W'o.l te Houu 
NN• 
J1rry L~i~ Movie 
Iron~lde 
Footl:..oll 
St.arslty and Hutcb 
'llrgl11IU: 
Jeff.,non~ 
10 
. 14 
...... 
...... 
0 
Code Lent;th 
~o, ~lnutlts Tl•e 
13001 120 
13002 
1)00) 120 
ll004 30 
1)005 60 
1)()()6 )0 
1)007 30 
1'.lO<l• 
1]009 
ll010 60 
13011 lO 
11012 30 
l)Clll 30 
13014 JO 
13015 )0 
ll016 lO 
lJOl7 lO 
1)011 )0 
1301' 30 
13010 )0 
non Jo 
non 60 
1302'3 
llO'Z4 
13025 
U026 
11027 
1J02' 
1302' 
1)0)() 
llO)l 
1)())2 
13033 
l)()l4 
lJ0).5 
1)())6 
l)OJ7 
1J038 
1)())9 
13040 
1)041 
13042 
1)04) 
)() 
JO 
30 
,. 
,. 
60 
" 
JO 
JO 
JO 
)() 
JO 
" 
" 
" JO 
7:00 
7•00 
7'00 
7"0 
'''° .... 
.... 
9:00 
9:00 
.... 
"'° 10100 
10:00 
10:00 
10100 
101)0 
101)0 
101)-0 
11:0() 
11100 
11:00 
11100 
111)0 
U•JO 
:!! fii30 
11130 
12100 
12100 
121)0 
1:2130 
12;30 
'""' l:JO 
l•JO 
lt)O 
2'00 
""° 
2'15 
,,,. 
J:Oo 
J:QO 
3'0-0 
TABLE XVIII (CONTINUED) 
Monday, September 20, 1976 
?odaJ 
·-Good Momlnr:, Aaer1ca 
Nontl•c Shov 
Captal11 Jl:•r:igaroo 
Ca noon Cl rcu1 
Sanford •11d SOQ 
Price. rs l.tght 
Harle 
Saa-.. Strut 
Celebrity Swup1t.mk•• 
~eel of r 0 rtu111t 
G.Ult 
lp.11 's Rope 
Rol lyw'O<>c! Squares 
Loft of Life 
••m °'1• 
P'\111. ract•ey 
y ou11g aad ti,. Int hH 
aot sut 
oi,;...1ad 
CoDg Shoy 
>14lo<17 Matinee 
All My ChlldrlA 
··~ 
!kys of Our L! us 
A1 th \!odd ?tins 
Faa! ly Fe•d 
G11ldl•g; Ltght 
Ont" Life to Lin 
Another W0 rld 
All h tn• h•\11 
~l11ctric Ccnpany 
G""-C•ral Hosp1tal 
[dg•' Of lllgl>t 
Tattlet.1lea 
12 
12 
'· 3 
12 
10 
Tl.ti 
VletMd 
11 •. 
o. 
.. 
o, 
13044 J<l 
lJ04S 
13046 
13047 
1304! 
1J04q 
llO,. 
1)051 
t:J052 
1l05'1 
130,. 
ll05S 
1'0'6 
13057 
130'8 
1'05' 
1306• 
13061 
1)062 
13063 
13064 
,,.., 
13066 
1>067 
1 .... 
1J066 
1'070 
11071 
1)072 
"' 30 
JO 
60 
,. 
,. 
60 
"' ,.
,. 
90 
,. 
30 
30 
30 
60 
30 
30 
JO 
JO 
,. 
30 
30 
30 
150 
,. 
,. 
30 
1Xl7J 120 
ll074 60 
1)075 
1)076 )0 
ll077 
1)()71! 110 
1307! HO 
13080 60 
l)~I 60 
130112 JO 
1301!) 30 
13084 
13065 90 
]:00 
3•30 
3•30 
,.,. 
J:lO 
3:l0 
'"" .. ,. 
.... 
.... 
1,:00 
4•00 
.... 
41)0 
rno 
4:JO 
.... 
, ... 
,, .. 
s:oo 
5100 
'"" ....
"'° 6:30 
"'° 
"'o 
"10 
,,,. 
7•00 
...,, .. 
HOO 
7•00 
71JO 
'"'" lllOO 
'"'0 9:00 
'''° 91JO 
10:00 
101)0 
Mhte.r 1oa;u11 
Gilligan's bland 
I-iteh!"d 
Glll:lsmolte 
Lea'l'e It to IN'l'll!r 
Mickey MOUH Club 
Adall-12 
Dtuh 
A.ll.dy GrlfEitch 
le'l'erly Hlllblll1u 
Gllhg•n'• hl•nd 
El•c:tr1c C_,any 
Har~n lfflby 
Bop•'• lleroc1 
l" .. lly Affair 
,_ 
J!oS••'• !l.1l'M• 
lliy Tb.rH So•U 
..... 
Wild J:Ingdam 
AdAl-12 
......... 
..... 
Colleg1 r...,tb.ill P~"'l""' 
U3id• Ate I'11h .. 11to. 
O....r l.a•y 
!'•trick '11.ary 
WFL Poatball 
Wt Hart 
Jta.uvJollra 
J:.athryii hblow.n 
All In til• Fa•!ly 
M,.1,.:!e 
·~· 
"'' 
12 
13 
10 
12 
• 
t:I 
10 
10 
10 
u 
10 
" 
" 
1, 
..... 
..... 
..... 
14001 120 
140'" 
lr,()(Jl 1;0 
140<)4 
1400, 
14006 
14007 
14008 
14009 
14010 
14011 
14012 
140 13 
140111 
140 I~ 
140'16 
140 17 
u.o l! 
140 19 
1'0 :_>Q 
14011 
uon 
1402') 
14024 
14025 
14026 
14027 
140211 
14029 
140l0 
140Jl 
1401Z 
140JJ 
14034 
14"0)~ 
140}6 
140)7 
1403~ 
14039 
140"" 
14041 
140l.l 
14044 
140•5 
lO 
60 
lO 
JO 
JO 
90 
lO 
)0 
lO 
lO 
lO 
lO 
lO 
JO 
JO 
30 
JO 
60 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
lO 
60 
60 
JO 
JO 
lO 
JO 
" 
JO 
JO 
JO 
lt.OJ.6 lO 
7:00 
7:00 
"'" 
''°" 8•00 
9:00 
9:00 
.... 
91)0 
10100 
10~00 
10100 
10:30 
10130 
101)0 
11100 
11:00 
11100 
111)0 
11130 
llllO 
ll :JO 
12:00 
12100 
121)0 
12•30 
1•00 
11]0 
l :]Q 
2'00 
, .. ,. 
"°" 2115 
1:00 
3'00 
J1]0 
TABLE XVIII,(CONTINUED) 
Tuesday, September 21, 1976 
Pro~ r.io Typo 
~~~~--~~~~~ 
Good Kor.ilDg, America 
Captah C.nii:aroo 
Carto<11> Clrtu1 
Su1~ord aad Son 
Prlc• h llghr 
...... 
c~lebr1ty Swept•kt' 
Wheel of Fo.rt'"'' 
llollyvo-od Sq1,1&ru 
Lowe of Life 
Jtlppy 0.ys 
l!o! Sut 
!'.v~nla1 at the PoP• 
Searcb for TOllOrrow 
Melody Matinee 
All ~, Children 
lyaa 1s Hope 
Dllys of Our L!Yel 
A• the Wcrld I'll!'.11• 
~••1 ly !"eud 
$20,000 Pynsld 
Doctan 
Guldl11.g L!ght 
One t: fe ta LI vo 
Ail la the !"•11.y 
£1ectdc Cccp•11.y 
Ganel'&l Ho!plUll 
£dgr of N! gn~ 
Tattht,.lu 
!'lister Ro~~r• 
Groo.,le Goo!\..,s 
" 
11 
10 
12 
10 
Co<1e 
Ko, 
1401.7 )0 
ll..C·4.8 60 
14049 
14050 JO 
14051 60 
14-052 lO 
14053 JO 
14054 lO 
lloOU 90 
1405-6 )Cl 
14057 30 
14058 30 
14059 30 
14060 !:10 
14061 )0 
1406Z lO 
1406] '.lO 
14064 JO 
l406l 
1~6 JO 
14067 lO 
140611 30 
l40U JO 
14070 
14011 
JO 
1«171 60 
14074 ]0 
1407, 
14076 JO 
14077 lO 
" 
60 
1408] 60 
U084 
140&5 60 
140~7 
14088 
11.089 
140'10 
140!;1 
14092 
JO 
lO 
60 
lO 
]1)0 
J:JO 
J;)O 
]:JO 
"°' 
"°' 4:00 
"°' 4•00 
41]0 
"'° 
4130 
"'° 4:)() 
.... 
"00 
""° 5000 
!illO 
6:00 
6:00 
61]0 
"'° 61)0 
61]0 
61]0 
7'00 
'"'° 7 •00 
7'00 
7•00 
7 :]0 
7:J.O 
11:00 
9:00 
'1:00 
9:00 
10:00 
101)0 
10:)0 
10:10 
10:]0 
10:10 
Progr'11 
Gilligan's Islaud 
.!lnitched 
Gua1•ake 
!'Helley Ma115e C?ulJ. 
Ad••·l2 
Aady Grlffi th 
~ewrly Hlllblll!es 
Gllltgu1'1 Ialand 
Etectrlc :01Jo~DJ' 
Mnc1.11 Wslby 
Hogu1's Rer<>e• 
ra.n 1 A!f•tr 
l!og•11 's llero~• 
My Three So"s 
!<••• Thllt :\Ill. 
Lut of th .. Wtld 
Morla' Oa 
Hsppy Dilys 
Easy C<>=try 
i'.>ftr l.asy 
M*A-S*ll 
Jo!o..-11 
Sbadovs "" tb.e Gnu 
!lob ~Ian 
Pa•lly 
Special of th~ 'oloek 
Perry Mason 
.'tlr-y H1rt:uo, !lary H1rtiun 
11 
ll 
10 
12 
• 
lJ 
10 
10 
10 
10 
!l•H 
Viewed 
10 
..... 
..... 
N 
Cod• Lanat.R 
:-II nut es 
lW<ll 120 
15002 60 
15001 
·-15005 
15006 
15007 
15001 
""'' 15010 
Bon 
15012 
15013 
1501' 
UOI' 
15016 
15017 
15018 
uon 
15020 
15<l21 
15022 
15013 
15024 
1512, 
1:5026 
15027 
1)028 
uo2• 
,,.,., 
150)1 
15-032 
lWJJ 
l50'4 
15"0l5 
15036 
15'0)7 
""" 150)9 
"'"o 
1504.l 
1504Z 
U04J 
)0 
"' 10 
)0 
.. 
60 
lO 
]O 
')() 
lO 
,. 
lO 
lO 
)0 
JO 
JO 
JO 
,. 
]0 
60 
60 
lO 
)0 
lO 
JO 
)0 
45 
)0 
90 
)0 
)0 
7 :oo 
7100 
mo 
8:00 
9:00 
9:00 
.. ,., 
'"'° ,.,.
10:00 
10:00 
10-:00 
10100 
Ul1)0 
10:)0 
101)0 
11•00 
11 :oo 
HzOO 
ll!OO 
11:')() 
11130 
u no 
11 :)0 
12 :00 
l2il0 
12:)0 
12:30 
l::>O 
I •JO 
1130 
2:00 
2:00 
2100 
2'15 
"" 1:00 
J,00 
3:00 
TABLE XVIII (CONTINUED) 
Wednesday, September 22, 1976 
CJS News 
Good Horning, Amede.a 
Homing Sr.ow 
Captain K•<tgaroo 
Ca rtooa Cl rcus 
Sanford aad So. 
Prlee I' ltl1ht 
Su•- Stra.t 
Cehbrl ty s-·~ t1ile1 
Wbul of Fortune 
(;-bit 
lleet rte Co.p111y 
liollywood Squaru 
Lov. Of Life 
lappy Daya 
f\Jn f•ctOI")' 
llot S•t 
!JSA.1 ho,ie 111d l'olltlc• 
Sureb for T~rfOlf 
Melody !Utl1H• 
All ~Y Children 
ltyao'• Hope 
Day• of Our Li .... 
A1 ~he V0 rld T"ral 
F&mlly Feud 
Guldin& L1gb.t 
One L1 fe to Live 
Ano: her llorld 
All 1 .. the r .. u,. 
ilectrl.c Coni~•ay 
Ge<i1'ral Hosp! U.l 
Dinah 
!!dge of Night 
Tattletale• 
ryp• 
" 2 
" ) 
12 
10 
17 
10 
Code Lennh. 
"· 
-------
15"44 
15"45 
150'6 
15047 
l><l4• 
,.,., 
15050 
15051 
1S052 
15053 
150'4 
15-0:55 
15056 
1)057 
150:58 
15059 
15060 
15061 
15067 
1506) 
15064 
15065 
1,..6 
l50b7 
15068 
15069 
15070 
15011 
15072 
1501) 
15074 
1S075 
1'5076 
1$077 
30 
)0 
lO 
,. 
60 
lO 
lO 
JO 
,. 
.. 
,. 
JO 
)0 
)0 
" )0 
lO 
lO 
)0 
)0 
,. 
lO 
,. 
)0 
)0 
JO 
)0 
60 
)0 
60 
60 
"' 1'0 
15079 120 
130110 
lSC18l 
,, . .,
15033 
15084 
15085 
150!6 
60 
" 60 
ltOO M11ter log1'r!!" 
lllO Goq snav 
"'° 
""' J:)(I 
l:JO 
31)0 
.... 
4'00 
4'00 
4'00 
•:00 
.. ,. 
4130 
4130 
.. ,. 
"'" ,. ..
"00 
""' 
,:00 
"10 
'''° .... 
6130 
61)0 
"'° 6:30 
.. ,. 
,. .. 
7•00 
7'00 
,, .. 
7')0 
8o00 
''" ,,.,. 
.... 
eno 
'"'0 
10100 
lOIJO 
10•30 
Spud euiu 
Seu- Street 
GllHsa.11 11 Id•ad 
levltched 
tuva It to l!. .. Tlr 
Mickey Hou11 Club 
64m-17 
Dinah 
Andy Gr! fftth 
8-.edy Ht llbll lln 
Gllllglll 1s hl1.11d 
Ellctrh: Co.paay 
Mal'C\.l, 'ffli17 
Hosan'• l!eroe• 
r .. 11,. Affair 
-
·-· Nwo
Bog11 11 leroti_. 
My Three Sons 
Vild, Wiid 'World o{ bl .. 11 
Ad-·12 
Hatch c-
4t'• i'llka a Dtal 
Berett.a 
Legac; Alllerlcaiw. 
Coos'-""er Survival kit 
Suulry •nd Autc:h 
Nirvs 
Johnny C•r10n 
l'!y!terfl!s 
12 
, 
12 
13 
10 
12 
• 
13 
• 
10 
10 
6 
ll 
-
-~ 
16001 
16002 
1600J 
16004 
16005 
16006 
16007 
16000 
""" 16010 
16011 
16012 
16013 
16014 
16015 
16016 
16017 
16018 
16019 
16020 
l~ll 
16022 
1602) 
1 .... 
16Q'.zs 
''°'' 1'"27 
16028 
"""' 160-0 
16011 
l<al7 
liO:ll 
16034 
... ,, 
16036 
16007 
160~ 
16039 1-16041 
16042 
16043 
Lens th 
Minutes 
120 7100 
60 7:00 
120 7 :oo 
)() ?:JO 
60 1100 
JO 1100 
JO 9100 
30 9100 
90 ':00 
60 9:00 
JO 9•30 
10100 
JO 10:00 
lO 10100 
lO 10•00 
30 101)0 
30 l01JO 
lO 10:30 
lO 11100 
JO ll :oo 
JO 11100 
60 11100 
JO lla:JO 
30 U1JO 
)0 11 :)0 
JO ll :30 
30 12•00 
lO 
12130 
60 121)0 
JO 12:3{1 
lO 
30 l:JO 
l:JO 
)0 2:00 
JO 2:00 
JO 2100 
45 2115 
JO .z;oo 
90 
30 
30 
]100 
J:OO 
""' 
TABLE XVIII (CONTINUED) 
Thursday, September 23, 1976 
frogr• 
cas Meq 
Good !oforning, Alaerlca 
Homl"g Show 
C.pt•tn l:•nproo 
C.rtoon Clreua 
Sanford- and Son 
Price Is light 
Seu.- Street 
""ieel of Forume 
C..blt 
l.y•n 's HO?• 
Ho1lywoo<1 Squ.aru 
Love of Lth 
~PP>' 0.71 
f\.1.a Factory 
lot Seat 
GO!lJ Show 
Search for T~rrov 
Mdody Katlae, 
All My Children 
Ryan's Hape 
O.ya of Our Lives 
A111 the Wodd turH 
$20,000 Pyr••ld 
Guiding Light 
One Life to Live 
Another World 
All In the F-111 
!leetrlc Ccapan1 
CieJi.eral Hospital 
lw.tcb G ... 
Din..b 
!':dge o[ Hl1ht 
Tattl.,u!e!I 
,,,. 
11 
11 
" 
10 
11 
10 
3-
16044 
16045 
1""6 
16047 
16043 
..... 
.... ,. 
16051 
160!12 
160!13 
160!14 
HO!i!i 
100'6 
160'7 
16058 
1605' 
1"'60 
16061 
.... , 
16063 
16064 
""' 16066 
16067 
16068 
1606• 
16070 
16071 
16072 
16071 
16074 
160H 
16076 
16077 
16071! 
16079 
l""O 
l&<l81 
1Mi!2 
1608] 
16084 
"°"' 
Length 
Hlnvtu 
30 
JI) 
30 
30 
60 
30 
30 
•• 
30 
30 
30 
.. 
30 
30 
lO 
30 
60 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
60 
60 
30 
120 
120 
60 
30 
30 
60 
30 
90 
3'00 
3'30 
]1)0 
3•30 
3•30 
"'" 3<l0 
"'° 4•00 
.... 
4•00 
.... 
.. ,. 
.. ,. 
••30 
.. ,. 
.. ,. 
, ... 
,. .. 
, ... 
,, .. 
!i:JO 
6:00 
,, .. 
61)0 
6:)0 
.. ,. 
,,,. 
6'30 
7•00 
7'00 
7'00 
mo 
8•00 
"'° ....
!130 
9:00 
10100 
101)0 
Mhter losera 
Goeg Sbov 
A.:::vent•ru of Gilligan 
\lncle :Z:.b'• C..rtoon c_,, 
12 
3 
Se- Stne.t 12 
Gtlll~an's Ialim.d I 
IW!tch.ed 
·-· ~ .. It to !e•Yer . a 
Mld<ey Moua• Club 13 
A~-12 
DlMb. 10 
AndJ' Crlfflth 
hwerly Hi llbl1Ue1 
Gllltga11'1 bland 
!J.,ctrlc Co.pany 
Marcus Wt n,,. 
l.og11•1 Bero•• 
'-Hy Af(alr 
-
Rog1ll'1 l:leroes 
Hy Tb.r1111 Son1 
Pop C'oes tbe Country 
Ad9.-12 
Juel< Owe• 
Roll,,..ood Squ.arH 
Tri.el by Ill ldeniess 
tb.e Valton5 
ileleo.e !.a.cir., J:ntt"r 
Opst..lra, Dowa1t1lrs 
&iney Hiller 
Moyle 
lla-U Fht-0 
Stnl!'t!I of San Franclll!'o 
!!est of l!ums •nd Allen 
Can~ht In the Au 
Streets of San franclaco 
12 
• 
13 
10 
.. 
10 
.• 
odr Length 
Mo. Minutes 
20001 120 
%0002 60 
20003 120 
·- ,. 20005 60 
20006 60 
20007 JO 
2000!1 )0 
2000'! ,. 
20610 '° 
200ll )(I 
20012 )I) 
200}] 30 
20014 . 30 
20015 JO 
20016 30 
20017 30 
2001S 30 
20019 ]0 
20020 60 
20021 lO 
20022 )0 
20023 30 
1()(124 30 
20025 lO 
20026 30 
20027 )0 
2002e Jo 
200(, 60 
20030 60 
20031 ]O 
200)2 lO 
20033 JO 
200J4 JO 
200)5 )0 
200]6 lO 
20017 )0 
2003e 30 
200), 30 
20040 ·~ 
20041 30 
20042 
2004) 30 
20044 90 
2004.5 
2004' 
JO 
JO 
200t..7 60 
70048 )0 
TABLE XVIII (CONTINUED) 
Friday, November 12, 1976 
l?rogr-
Tl•es 
View.:! 
·~~~~~~~~~~-
,. .. 
7:00 
,, .. 
,.,. 
.... 
.... 
.... 
':00 
!hOO 
.... 
.. oo 
h)O 
10:00 
10100 
10100 
10130 
10130 
lOr:W 
11100 
11100 
11100 
11100 
111]0 
11:30 
UrlO 
11130 
12100 
uroo 
12:}0 
12•30 
121)-0 
1'00 
1130 
1130 
llJO 
lr)O 
2'00 
,. .. 
.... 
, ... , 
COQd Morn.~11! 1 a...rica. 
Nomi .. Sb-
C.ptah1 laag•roo 
S•s- Street 
Cartooa Chaot 
S•11fO'fd and 5oa 
Price Ia 111bt 
... ... 
llntrh Co.,aAy 
llollyvood Sl!;•rH 
••el of Fort-• 
.,.. ••• lope 
Lon o[ Ltfe 
Rap1>y ~,. 
5-0 Grsnd 51•• 
Han Griffie 
'fo...111 a11d tht le.tic.a 
Dlia lio 
Sureh for To.orrov 
Melady Klthr.ee 
All Hy Children 
·-lya11 '• Hope 
Day1 of Oar Lin• 
J.1 the 'iinrl d Tllrna 
r-11, P'n.d 
$20,000 1yTald 
Doe to~ 
G•idhl11: LJzbt 
O..it Llft to Lin 
Oui:- Story 
Anotlr,n Wo:rld 
All 111. th.11 Faatly 
!laetrle Cc:.pe11y 
21u c .. eral Ro~ttal 
2:30 Hatch Ga.e 
3100 · S011enet 
1100 Tb.tt C!rl 
3'00 
,. .. 
)100 
3'00 
)!)0 
11111.ab 
l':dge of Night 
Tattl•talu 
Ses .. eS:treet 
G<i11g Show 
12 
12 
'' 
l2 
10 
10 
12 
10 
" 
Lngth 
MlautH 
,..., 30 
20050 JO 
20051 30 
20052 60 
20&5) 30 
2~54 JO 
200SS 60 
20056 lO 
20057 JO 
20058 JO 
200.5, 30 
20060 ,. 
20061 JO 
20062 '0 
20063 30 
20064 30 
,..., 30 
20066 60 
20067 JO 
..... 30 
2006' 60 
20070 30 
20071 30 
20072 30 
20073 60 
20074 lO 
2007.5 lO 
20076 30 
20077 60 
20078 )0 
2®7' 30 
20080 JO 
20081 
20082 JO 
20<l!!J JO 
20084 60 
60 
" 30 
20088 )0 
20089 120 
2009<l 60 
20091 9~ 
20092 
2009] 
2001)4 
60 
30 
'° 2009~ 120 
200'16 30 
)1:10 
,,,. 
""' 
""' 3•30 
,.,. 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
4:00 
.... 
.. ,. 
"3-0 
4'30 
.. ,. 
41)0 
"'° 4'30 
, ... 
"'° .... 
.... 
'''° 
"JO 
.... 
.... 
.. JO 
"JO 
"" 6130 
61)0 
,, .. 
7'00 
7'00 
7'00 
"'° .... 
8:00 
8:00 
l!;OO 
81)0 
10:00 
10:)1) 
IO:lO 
lOlJO 
Progr .. 
Fllatatonea 
Jr •. &.1-st l.11ytlihg Goes 
1•111 -'ff•l-r 
Type 
U11.cle Zeb'• Cart~ C-l~ · 13 
Gllllga11. 11 !slud 
lftHehed 
. ..._ . 
P1rtr1d1e r.-ny 
Lltt.lc .. tGll.11 
To Tal 1 the Tn.tb 
Kli:key HouH C1111> 
lilerauc:, O.e 
AU.-l2 
Di .. h. 
Aady Griffith 
!ev!tclltod 
lrady !Imel& 
lrQQtde 
!a•r1me1 Ozia 
!lactr1 c- CO!a'P-'11.y 
MArc..• Wdby 
'"' 
Till• lhgre 
~rau:icy One 
Hy Three Son.a 
' 13 
l3 
10 
u 
" 12 
13 
Tlu.t. Cood Ole NHhYille Kuslc 10 
.lda-~12 
an.dy lucci:I 
!ruk the !l•t:ik 
Sanford and San 
Speneer"• P! lats 
Donny •lld Marie 
Cbi co •ll.d the Han 
l.oeliford Flle9 
Horl• 
Oocv.~tary 
"""' Serpico 
. 
• 
10 
10 
Times 
Vie..td 
12 
.. 
14 
0 
...... 
...... 
Vl 
Length 
~lnut"s 
21001 30 
21002 30 
21003 JO 
21004 30 
21005 60 
21006 90 
21007 30 
21~ 60 
21009 JO 
21010 60 
21011 
2:1012 
2101) 
21014 
60 
30 
JO 
JO 
21015 JO 
21016 60 
21017 60 
21018 lO 
21019 90 
21020 30 
21021 30 
21022 )0 
21023 JO 
21024 )0 
21025 
21026 
21027 
21028 
21029 
210JO 
30 
JO 
30 
30 
lO 
30 
210Jl 'JO 
21032 )0 
21033 JO 
21034 
ZlOJS JO 
21036 60 
21037 60 
21038 
21039 
21040 
30 
30 
" 21041 90 
21042 ' JO 
21043 JO 
21044 30 
21045 60 
21046 
21047 
21048 
30 
lO 
2l049 60 
6130 
..,. 
7'00 
7'00 
7:00 
"'° ,.,.
.... 
.... 
a:oo 
,,,. 
9:00 
':oo 
9:00 
9110 
91)0 
'11JO 
')1]Q 
'!130 
10100 
10100 
10:00 
lOiJO 
10~)0 
10:)0 
10:)0 
11100 
11:00 
11100 
11:00 
11 :oo 
11100 
11130 
UIJO 
ll 1l0 
12100 
12100 
12100 
l2100 
lz:oo 
1:00 
1:00 
l 1JO 
2:00 
TABLE XVIII (CONTINUED) 
Saturday, November 13, 1976 
Ti9&' for T1.otB1 
51~ lluc Klrbl• 
Woody Wood.poed<er 
SylYester and .!weeq-
Ta. 6 Jerry/Grap• Ape 
Ph1lr. P•nt.her 
Llu" Club 
J•bberjav 
Scooby-Doo/EynOM1tt 
Hclluff• tit• Talking Doe 
Once Up011 a ClH:llc 
Monster Squad 
Sh.uni/Is ls 
In Conqueat of the! Su 
ICrDfft Superabow 
Land of tbe Loat 
Ia.flnit1 Factory 
Dllo:ovo!!fY 
~ig John• Ltttll! John 
Ark H 
Jt• Stallleyt Football 
l.ebop 
Fat Albert 
1.an)I laell'Well: Football 
Jr, Al•ost An1th1ng Con 
Muggay 
College Foot~ll 
Way Out Ga•u 
Cblldrl!'ll'1 R11ur 
Rot Fudge 
f'nll Club 
Cblldre11'1 F!t- ren1..-.1 
Al.A's Sports \lorld 
DaYl.d Nl"""''s World 
" 
12 
" 13 
13 
• 
• 
" 
13 
12 
13 
Who, lolhtt, Hou Oo You J::nw l2 
°'"re~tltng 
ll!g Mue Mai-ble I2 
5portsu.iin 
Hovte 
16 
0 • 
Code L"ngth 
)llnute~ Th•e type 
21050 90 
21051 lO 
21052 JO 
2105] 60 
21054 ISO 
21055 30 
21056 jQ 
21057 )(I 
21053 lZO 
21059 30 
21060 30 
21061 60 
21062 
2106l 
21064 
21065 
21066 
21067 
2106• 
2106'1 
21070 
21071 
21012 
2107) 
21074 
21075 
21076 
21077 
21078 
21079 
60 
30 
30 
30 
30 
,. 
,. 
" 
30 
•• 
.. 
30 
30 
•• 
21080 60 
21031 lO 
21082 lO 
21063 ]0 
H084 JO 
21085 
21086 120 
21087 )0 
21088 UD 
21089 
21090 
21091 
11092 
2109) 
21094 
21095 
21096 
21097 
•• 
30 
60 
'° 
" IlO 
2:30 
21)0 Nuhnlle 011 tlte 1a .. d 10 
2l30 l't&11.oplay 
3100 \irestl1og 
3100 Ttat Good 01• Nuhvl. lle Ku1ie 10 
l:OO Last of the WI ld 
);)0 Buck t'lweot 
l1JO sports Spr.c:taeular 
4100 NHbYl.lh on the Ro.d 
4100 Porter V.ggoaoer 
4100 Mu1le Hdl A .... rtea 
4100 Ad.a11a C:hroolelu 
10 
• 
IO 
10 
10 
4t)D That Good Old N .. h .. ille Music 10 
4;)Q Dolly 
5;00 Dolly 
5100 Once Upoo a Cllutc 
51)0 Porter \laggooer 
5:l0 
5130 W.15oa 'trata. 
6100 Lavreoce Welk 
6100 ••bop 
h30 A.Ady \i1I11 ... 
600 Dolly 
61)0 Celebrity Swe1psukes 
61)0 One"' Upoa a Claulc 
7100 Hary Tyler Moore 
7 100 Roi"'"'' •od Yrryo 
71)0 llot>N.,~rt 
71'Kl \l'hu's R•ppeoing 
71)0 
8100 MOYie 
!100 All lo. the F11•ll7 
IO 
10 
10 
13 
IO 
IO 
I2 
10 
IO 
8100 ~ttle of thl! Network Stan 10 
8130 Al.Ice 
8130 
'HOO Carol llurnett IO 
10:00 
Souodstaii:e 10 
F.!l.I. 
101)0 Saturday N!lht IO 
10:)0 
101)0 
Tlr&es 
VI Ned 
117 
~] Q 0 - Q Q 0 - "0 0 ~ 0 - 0 0 N 0 0 N - 0 N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.................. ............... ~.., ....... ~ •• ., ....... -0'0 .. 
t F l ! i i ~ ~ ~ : 1 ! 1 ~ ! i e " I .J . ~ ! ~ j 
" 
e g. i i . j . : -
H J ~ i - N ~ £ . . : ! ! j i • ! j .. ; j i i • ! i ; ! l • E .~ ! ~ ~ . a ~ ~ ~ . ~ . x ~ 1 ~ ~ • z 
~ 
..... 
........ 
°' ,::i r-1 rxt 
~ ..;t 
H r-1 
H 
~ 1-1 Q) 
t:,) ~ ._ 
Q) 
H ;;:.. 
H ~ H ~ ~ fj 
"'=' 
:1 0 ,o,,• 0 - -.N N N - - 0 0 0 - N N 0 0 - - 0 0 0 0 N 0 0 0" t:> 
l:Q s::: 
~ ::s en ~ 
~ l 
' 
; ~ l i i I • a • l • ~ i 1 j 15 E ! ! ! F E F ;;: H s 8 : ~ .t ! ~ 0 u e ! -· 
,t; ~ ! a 1 - ! ! ~ ~ ~ ' ' 3 ~ :i i ~ :; ~ ., .'!' ; . . ! j i ~ I ! i l ! ;j 5 
" 
: : 
" 
. : : : ;j ; ~ I ~ 8 i ~ ~ . l 
L"ngth 
~lnute~ 
23001 lZO 
23002 60 
2)()()) 120 
23004 30 
23005 60 
2)008 
1l009 
23010 
23011 
23012 
23013 
23014 
i:IOlS 
2}016 
23017 
2)018 
~301 'J 
ncno 
23021 
2Xl22 
230'2} 
2'.l0t4 
23025 
73026 
non 
z>0ia 
2l029 
"'"" 2l0Jl 
2)0]2 
230)) 
""" 23035 
'10ll> 
230)7 
23'138 
230)9 
2:1040 
2)041 
2}01..2 
2)0l.'l 
2104/.. 
JO 
60 
JO 
JO 
90 
JO 
60 
JO 
90 
JO 
60 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
60 
60 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
TABLE XVIII (CONTINUED) 
Monday, November 15, 1976 
7100 Today 
7100 C!S ><~ 
7:00 Goad l;ornl•:!:• "-'•de• 
7130 Morolng Sh°" 
a:oo Ca;it•li:t 1Ca11g•?"OO 
8100 Cartoori Circus 
8100 s,~._,.., Street 
8:30 Du~t r's rr.,.,house-
9100 S•11for4 anQ 5011 
9100 Price Is 1U1ht 
9100 Pb.I! Doa•hH 
91)0 Rollywood Sqwi.-.:s 
9130 ltifi~lt7 Paetory 
10100 """"l of Fort1me 
c-01t 
Dinah 
l01JO Stuillp.c1 
10130 Lei~ o: Life 
10130 Happy D._ys 
Yowig and the 11.,:o.thn 
ll 100 Don Ho 
11100 Ad-1 Cltronlel"! 
ll:JQ 
llz)O Con~Show 
t1130 s .. rcb for Tmaorro.. 
l! 130 1'\('!iody Ma~lnu 
ll:JO AU Mr Ctilldre.n 
12100 
12100 ly•n '' Rope 
12100 Lon of l.lh 
l:?IJO 0..}'1 ot °'1r Ltn1 
12130 A. t.ht >olorld Tunu 
12110 
l 1JO 
F••l ly F~ud 
s~o.ooo Pyr•mld 
I :)O Cu!dt.g Ll~ht 
1 :30 Oo., Life to Ll'fe 
2t00 A!lo:l;~r \Jorld 
All lt1 th" f"<1<11lly 
12 
12 
ll 
10 
ll 
J 
lO 
10 
. 
10 
Colle 
231m 10 
U057 
23058 60 
23059 
2>060 
2J061 
23062 
JO 
JO 
JO 
230fi3 30 
23CJe4 60 
23065 )0 
2>066 
23067 
''°'' 
''"'" 2lV70 
23-071 
23072 
23073 
21074 
21015 
21076 
230!7 
2l0-7e 
21079 
23080 
2JOIH 
2)0e~ 
2JOOJ 
'""' 71-08> 
Z30S6 
2)(187 
23088 
23039 
B090 
230<;11 
23092 
230<;1] 
23091. 
U09S 
230% 
23097 
2109S 
23099 
JO 
JO 
JO 
60 
JO 
JO 
60 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
'° JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
60 
JO 
60 
60 
JO 
----- -------
):JO 
J:JO 
""' )1)0
lt30 
3130 
4:0(t 
t.:00 
4:00 
.... 
4'00 
.... 
4'00 
.... 
'"" i.:)() 
mo 
"'° 5;00 
""' ,, ..
>•OO 
''°" 
Jabb1rj1v 
'fa•lly Aff•lr 
Ga•bl t 
G!lHgan 1s Island 
Bevltctl1d 
Partr!d!" r-.tly 
To Tell th• Truth 
GunSW>i<e 
!:..er~~cy °"" 
Ltttle bseals 
Ata.-12 
Oln.ah 
!evltclied 
&rad}' ~=ch 
Cilllgaa'' Island 
!aergu.Cy On., 
n .. ctrlc Coapaa1 
"i.a.rcua lolelby 
!'!; n.re,._ SO?Js 
Adb-12 
~100 St'U.e Street 
S•JO 
~110 Vtll• Alegu 
6rOO News 
6:00 
6100 J::mn~""C'J One 
61)0 Brady lhmcb 
61'.l<l $25,000 Pyu .. !d 
61JO Hy Three S1>.c• 
Si28,000 QueHln11. 
6ZJ0 ~'Ub'Jllle 011. the ~;J 
7:00 Lltcl., Ho"•" oa th" Pulr!e 
7•00 
7 :00 
A.a.! Chton!clu 
C,,,p l• ~ 11 10.d Tu1n 11 le 
Phyllis 
l2 
10 
l2 
ll 
12 
1J 
l 
10 
10 
JO EJecalc C=pany 23100 10 8:00 
:JOl..6 
2)047 
23048 
23049 
Z3050 
230~1 
21052 
2)05) 
2)(154 
2)0)5 
;:n Ge,,~c~l Hospital 
O! "~h 
EO~oi of 1'~eht 
7utleuhs 
Ses&lff!Street 
]IJO Flb:slor;es 
J:)O Gonii. Shvw 
" 
2110! 120 
23107 
2Jl(lJ 
2}101. 
23105 
:Jl05 
2Jl07 
231011 
23109 
JO 
60 
JO 
JO 
JO 
.'lf1. F=~ t... ll 
ln ?u~orm.111ce It \Jo!f Irt;:t 
a: JO All's r~t r 
9:00 bec\ltlu Suite 
10100 
lO:oo !be itay [t '..'u 
10:30 Joh!lny Cana., 10 
10:30 
11 
...... 
...... 
00 
Cod• leogth 
So. "llnu~es 
240Cl 120 
24002 Ml 
:Z~l 120 
24004 JC 
24005 
24007 
"'°' 2-
24010 
24011 
24012 
240\) 
2.t,014 
2..015 
24016 
24017 
24.018 
24019 
24020 
24021 
24022 
2402) 
2402/i 
24025 
24026 
24027 
1402e 
24029 
"""' 240)1 
24())2 
240)) 
240J,(, 
240)5 
240)6 
240)7 
""' 
'"'"" 24041 
24042 
2404) 
2.lo041J 
24049 
24050 
240'.">l 
24052 
2405] 
24056 
240S7 
60 
lO 
•• 
JO 
lO 
JO 
•o 
JO 
JO 
JO 
" 
" JO 
" JO 
60 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
60 
•• 
JO 
JO 
)0 
lO 
60 
lO 
JO 
5:00 
!:JO 
9•00 
9:0!) 
9:00 
"'° 
9:00 
,.,. 
10:00 
iO:OC 
10,00 
10100 
lOr)Q 
10:10 
I01JO 
11100 
lI llJO 
11:00 
11:00 
ll1JO 
111'.lC 
ll:JO 
11130 
H1JO 
12100 
12100 
12:00 
12ZJ(l 
12:){'1 
!Zl)O 
I :00 
11)0 
11)0 
1130 
~ :00 
J:OO 
J:JO 
J:JO 
J:JO 
TABLE XVIII (CONTINUED) 
Tuesday, November 16, 1976 
Today 
CBS H..n 
Cood Monl11g, ,._eriCJI 
Hon.Laa Shov 
C&pta111,J:a11garoe 
C•rtooo Clro;u• 
D<>1ty's 7r1"h0\l~1t 
Sanford and Son 
Price :1 l.i1ht 
Pllll OODahut' 
Hollywood Sqworu 
Vllla Ah~rie 
wn .. el of Fort1>11e 
lr•n's flope 
Lo"'e of Life 
ll•;>P1 Days 
SO Grand Sia• 
You11.g •11d the l!e.stleu 
Phl.l 1>¢n.'ku• 
Melody Hatl11u 
All M1 Children 
U.ys of Our L1 "e• 
As the W"rld '!'urns 
ra.tly f'ec,1d 
SZO,(){l() "'n"'ld 
Guldlng Light 
0-:..e l.J ':• to Ll"e 
Ano~her Wedd 
Al! in th<! f'U>!ly 
nec~ni; Co:.pu17 
Geneul lto•?1tal 
Din.a~ 
.. O;i,e of !'lg~~ 
Tattli-al,.~ 
Seu.to .. Street 
Goris Show 
:tll!gar. 
Linde Zeb'' Conoon Cunp 
Type 
l2 
lJ 
12 
10 
lJ 
10 
10 
10 
11 
lJ 
Len'!; th 
Minutes 
2"i058 )O 
24059 JO 
24061 JO 
240(;1 :io 
2400) 60 
24064 JO 
24065 
24066 JO 
2406J 
2""" 
24069 )0 
24070 JO 
24011 JO 
24072 JO 
2.t.073 )0 
24014 60 
24075 30 
24076 
24077 JO 
24fl7~ 
24079 JO 
2.loOIO 60 
24081 
240'2 
2fo08l 
"'"" 21oOS5 
24087 
'lMl!I! 
21,090 
24092 
24102 
2410) 
Zi,101. 
2t.lDS 
2t.Hl6 
24107 
24108 
10 
" JO 
60 
lO 
JO 
"' JO 
JO 
" 60 ,. 
lO 
" JO 
120 
.. 
" 2.r.u2 30 
24llJ. 60 
l:JO 
J:)O 
)130 
4:00 
""' 
""' 4:00 
""' ,, ..
000 
.... 
4:30 
4!)0 
,,,. 
"'° 41)0 
4130 
"'° 
"'° 
""' 
'"" .... 
5•00 
:51JO 
""' .... 
6:00 
.... 
61)0 
6t30 
fH)O 
61)0 
61)0 
"'° 
7:00 
7:00 
7,0-0 
SrOO 
8;)0 
StJO 
9:00 
9:00 
10:00 
10:30 
l01JO 
lOnO 
101)0 
JO:JO 
G••bl~ 
Gllllg•n'1 blarid 
Partrldce r •• u,. 
To Tell the Truth 
Gwi5'110ke 
~rgency One 
Little bscah 
Ml ster 11.o~eu 
Ada•Ml2 
!'aer)ncy One 
lh.:ctrlc Ca.p.11ay 
iurc:a• Welby 
My Ibru SOM 
llo<!rl!;l!DCJ' Cl:i.• 
!UdJ' !llJl.Cb 
Wild J:1agd-
My tl1rer Son• 
!"c\i; 0..en• 
h• ... a !hck Shnp 
Happy ::i.1s 
Tony Orlando end Dairn 
La.,rencellelk 
Hall o! !'AIOf! 
Le.verne 11nd ~llldr!' 
Poll~~ llaonan 
!Heh !'..au, Poor l'iAn 
StULIU Fallllly 
0:1'" O..y at a "7ime 
Pol! ce $~o,..,. 
Joh.nny C11 r!o:t 
Iron.,t cl~ 
l'iary H,.rt..,,n, K.ary H11rOU1n 
!'rrry ~•~on 
Type 
l 
ll 
" 
lJ 
1 
IO 
10 
Code Ln~th 
""'" 25002 
Hl11.utes 
25003 120 
25004 
'""'' 
,_ 
25007 
,, ... 
"'"' 25010 
nou 
2.so12 
25013 
25014 
25015 
2'.x>lb 
25'017 
25018 
:!}019 
2:>023 
25024 
25025 
2~26 
25027 
25028 
2S029 
"°"' 25031 
2-5032 
2503) 
250)4 
2S03S 
2)(1)6 
H03S 
2~39 
2504() 
2:S04l 
JO 
•• 
JO 
"' JO 
JO 
90 
JO 
" ,.
90 
JO 
60 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
10 
2S042 )0 
2504) 
250"6 
250'7 
'50'8 
25049 
2'>050 
:')05) 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
25052 60 
2505) 
7 :00 
7 :oo 
7 r)O 
&:00 
''"" 
8:)0 
''°" 9 :oo 
9:00 
9:00 
9:00 
9:)0 
9:)(1 
10100 
10:00 
10!00 
10:00 
lO:JO 
10:)0 
11 :00 
11 :oo 
1l :JO 
11:30 
11:]0 
lltJO 
l!JO 
l :JO 
):00 
):00 
1:00 
TABLE XVIII (CONTINUED) 
Wednesday, November 17, 1976 
Tl•H 
Proarwo Type Vlew•d 
~~~~~~~~· 
Today 
Goo<.$ M.o?"lllDg, A-rlc.t. 
1'!Gr:nt11g Show 
Captain Ka11.1aroo 
C.rtDOD. Cli:-cus 
I).i!ty'1 !reehou'e 
Sanford 111.d 5011 
Price I~ llif1!ht 
Electric t'OUl~n'f 
Phil D<ln•hue 
Holl)"o'Oo:1Squar,.s 
lnHn!ty F•~"Orf 
'i'rle•l of fort·L.Lne 
Din•h 
Ry•11's P.npe 
Love of Life 
l'l•PP)' t>iiys 
50 Grand Sl• 
Yo=g and the ltestleu 
Gong Shaw 
Se11rch for !°"'°rrow 
Helndy H .. atlnH 
All My C'hl ldre11 
l.ya:1 's Ii ope 
Love cf Life 
Days of Our Live.I 
As the ,,..,dd Tu.ms 
family f'tu.d 
s20,ooo r 1 u,.,1d 
Gut db~ Light 
One Life to L)Yt! 
A11otheJ:" ';,"orld 
All In the Fa111l~ 
l!:!ec;t.rlc Conp1u1y 
Ge11ual H0spt ta 1 
Thu GI.rt 
S""1erset 
fllntHonu; 
4 
12 
12 
" 
12 
lO 
10 
lO 
10 
10 
10 
Code Le11gth 
MluutH Tl•e 
25-0:S4 30 
2'>055 30 
2S056 )0 
2:;o57 
25053 
25059 
,,.,., 
25062 
2506~ 
,,.., 
'50<i> 
25006 
25067 
!>065 
250!>9 
25070 
25071 
non 
2S07J 
2)(174 
25-0H 
25076 
U077 
25071 
25079 
JO 
JO 
30 
JO 
JO 
60 
JO 
lO 
JO 
JO 
60 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
60 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
JO 
2soao 60 
25Cllll )0 
25082 JO 
2S{l.S) 30 
25084 60 
JO 
2S08~ )0 
250tl6 JO 
25087 
2soat Jo 
2~090 
2)091 
2S0lt 
25lJ9] 
2'i09J 
iSlOlo 
~ 5l 0 5 
JO 
]:)0 
):]0 
):)0 
)130 
3:30 
J:lO 
J:]O 
4:00 
4:00 
4:00 
,,00 
4HJ0 
4'00 
4:00 
4:00 
4:30 
4:30 
4:l0 
4:30 
41)0 
4:30 
5:00 
5:00 
5'00 
5:00 
5:00 
5:00 
5rJD 
''"" 
''°" 6•00 
'"O 
6:)0 
6:)0 
6:Jo 
''"' 6:30 
7 :oo 
7;00 
) :oo 
3:00 
8:00 
9:00 
9 :00 
l ~ :l)Q 
JO;)O 
\O:JQ 
Prtigrn 
Gong ShOV 
Jabberjav 
r ... 117 Affair 
Unde 7.eb's Cartoon Ca:.p 
Gttltgaa's Islan.d 
Panrldge f 11 mily 
To Tell the Truth 
En.er1enq One 
Ll-t tie Sas ea h 
Ml•ter aogen 
Adui-12 
Dlllilh 
BltW!tched 
Br.,dy Buach 
Cllllgan's Island 
!:"'ergucy C..e 
!:lectdc c-p.o.P.y 
Ml.n:u1 \klby 
Hy Thrc"' Sona 
b.er1••CJ One 
Brady Bunch 
Andy >111 l la•~ 
My !hree 50111 
Ad•I0-12 
T.r"~'"ucc Hunt 
·'.;ood ;'!mes 
!..lon>,hy Ha .. !ll 
J•fferso"s 
Jo~n Dl!nver 
Anyone for T<!nn}'SO" 
Con'-...,,er Sur••i val kl t 
Olivl.:1 .~""'.an-John 
Gceat :oos of the ;.\nl<l 
!rnni:lde 
Perry ~asn.o 
,,.,. 
ll 
" 
ll 
naes 
Vt-.d 
..... 
N 
0 
Cod" !.en, th 
1'1o. Minutes 
26001 
26002 60 
2600) IZO 
26004 )0 
26005 
26006 30 
26007 60 
26~ ~ 
2~ lb 
26010 90 
26011 )0 
)0 
26013 JO 
26014 )0 
26015 lO 
26016 60 
2&017 )0 
260HI 
26019 JO 
26020 )0 
26021 
26022 30 
26023 )0 
26024 JO 
26025 60 
26026 
26027 
26028 
2602, 
26031 
30 
)0 
)0 
26.032 30 
250'3 
26034 
26035 
26036 
260~7 JO 
260)1\ 30 
2!>039 
26040 
26041 
260t.2 
260£.l' 
26044 
2'i04~ 90 
26046 
2&0<'.7 
260~1! 30 
?0050 
1i>05I JO 
26052 
-'6053 
TABLE XVIII (CONTINUED) 
Thursday, November 18, 1976 
COO"' L"'njlth Tifllf!S Yl...ed 
No. Mlnutes ______ PJ"OIE"• _____ _:.''-"'-
7100 Tod•y 
CIS N~ 
7:0Q . Good Hora.In!, "9it!'ICI 
7 130 Montas si.o. 
8:00 C.puh J;.a1:1g•l"OO 
!:00 C.rtooa Ctrcv• 
8100 Se-saa.. Stn1tt 
9:00 Saaford ••d Soa 
9:00 Pr!c~ h J:tsht 
9:00 
9:00 
9130 
9:30 
10100 
10:00 
HhOO 
10:00 
10:)0 
lO:lO 
!(l:JO 
11 :oo 
11 :oo 
lltOO 
11:00 
11•00 
ll:JO 
ll:JQ 
ll:JO 
ll :)Q 
12:00 
12:00 
12:00 
12:)0 
12:)0 
12:)0 
l:JO 
l :JO 
2•00 
2:00 
2:00 
2:15 
2:30 
3:0o 
J:l)Q 
J;OO 
3:00 
3:30 
}:JG 
3:30 
):30 
3:10 
Movie 
fltctrlc Cc.paay 
RoltJWOod S11uares 
Villa Aleen 
Wh.ecl o~ Fortune 
Obah 
Ryan's }lopfll 
Lo~ of LU'11 
l!appy O.y1 
so crud si..,,, 
Toun1 and the Restte .. 
""' .. 
Gong Sb.011 
H"'lody 1"1'1tl11u 
All Hy Chlldre11 
11.y•n'• llop11 
!ook 3e•t 
!J8yS Of Our LI ...... s 
As th"' \10 rld Turns 
fDI! ]y fe:id 
S20,000 l'y.-1•ld 
Gui<!ln~ Li gC: 
:Jne Life :o u-,, 
Anoth"'r 'olorld 
All In ~he F••l ly 
l!:ht:trlc C<>C1pany 
G!nera 1 Ho~pl tal 
E:d~I!: Of N!~ht 
'!'1ttJH")e5 
S~~~.,,e s tr.,,,_c 
Fli.~:qo.oes 
Gon~ Shov 
OddC>~ 11 C~u;>) e 
.'-.1,.! ly 1-.; e"I r 
L'ncl,.. z~o·~ 
' 
" 
12 
l2 
13 
3 
10 
10 
12 
10 
12 
_l 
10 
'0 
- 0 
., 
~6057 
26058 60 
26059 30 
26060 JO 
~$061 
26C62 30 
26063 10 
26064 )0 
26065 
26066 JO 
26067 
26o68 10 
26069 :io 
26070 30 
26071 lO 
60 
260i'l JO 
16074 )0 
2607S 
26076 30 
30 
26075 60 
2607' 30 
260SO 
260!1 
260113 
26084 
2600~ 
260M 
26087 
26090 
26092 
260-,8 
>110 
:,;111 
30 
30 
)0 
'° 30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
JO 
60 
'° 
90 
30 
60 
3:30 g,...,ltehed 
4:00 
4 :00 Partrh:lg• F•111ily 
4:00 To Tdl th11 Truth 
4100 Little ltl!~c.is 
t.:00 m ... r-gency On11 
4:00 Hist,..,- 11.og"'ra 
4:00 · Ad~•~l2 
4:00 OJHh 
5:00 
5:00 
5:00 
5:00 
"°" 5130 
5•]0 
.... 
6•00 
6•00 
61)0 
6130 
6:](1 
6:)0 
6:Jo 
7 :oo 
7 :oo 
·:oo 
1 :30 
9:oo 
IO;OO 
lO;JO 
IO:Jo 
10;)0 
Andy GrHflth 
!evltch11d 
!r.ady !lunch 
?nitrgll~CJ On1 
!ltctrlc CCllllpa•y 
M.Arcu,; \ldby 
Hy Thre., so.., 
Hog.an's Heni.,1 
f.111!ly Affair 
Sesa,.,e Sc"reet 
hbop 
!ndy !unch 
Fr-lee h ll11bt 
My Three 500• 
Gong Shov 
AdH•l2 
H&tch Garoe ~ 
Olc!<VanDy•e 
•dca.nt ll~c'., Kotter-
Hasr erp! ece 7he.atcr 
P1 n1ey Mil! er 
io:iy Randa!! 
~:a:icy lo:~ l ~er 
c;\•,b<v!\le 
'i l.re<tt~ of S"" fc~.--cu sco 
.''. .. n;1,1s ;:dby 
3.&rn:ibyJone' 
f'ootb<1ll 
Perry ~~so11 • 
.'<~ ry lfart>nan, Hery Hart,Hll 
1 
• 
l2 
10 
' 
" 13 
" 
l) 
10 
Thns 
Yl,.....e-d 
APPENDIX G 
122 
123 
September 1, 1976 
Dear Parents, 
As a final part of the requirements for my Ed.D. degree from 
Oklahoma State University, I am conducting a research study to use for 
my doctoral dissertation. I will be exploring the relationships between 
television viewing behavior and social development in early childhood. 
I believe this infonnation is needed by parents, teachers, and the tele-
vision industry. Most of the child development research in this area so 
far has focused on the relationship between the viewing of violence and 
the child's aggressive behavior. 
I will greatly appreciate your help in this project. I will need 
to have you complete a television viewing inventory for your child for 
two weeks this semester, once in early September and again in late 
November. I will play two games with your child, one to assess his 
social relations with the other nursery school children and the other 
to assess his degree of social conformity. All data obtained will be 
confidentail and tabulated as a part of the large study. I will share 
the findings with you for the entire study in a newsletter in the 
spring after I have the data tabulated and analyzed. 
If you are willing to help in this research by completing the 
Television-Viewing Inventories and by allowing your child to partici-
pate, please sign and return the attached fonn. 
Sincerely yours, 
Elaine Goldsmith 
Assistant Professor, Home Economics 
September 1, 1976 
I will be happy to cooperate in the television-social development 
study by completing two Television-Viewing Inventories and by allowing 
Mrs. Goldsmith to test my child. 
- - chi1'd•s N'aie - - - - - - - - - - - -Parent's signat~re - - - - -
VITA 
Allys Elaine Goldsmith 
Candidate for the Degree of 
Doctor of Education 
Thesis: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TtLEVISION-VIEWING BEHAVIOR AND 
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 
Major Field: Home Economics Education 
Biographical: 
Personal Data: Born in Willobee, Ohio, July 3, 1935, the daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Otis W. House. Married, 1955; divorced, 196~ 
Two daughters: Miriam Elaine Goldsmith, born March 29, 1964, 
and Elizabeth Ann Goldsmith, born February 14, 1966. 
Education: Attended grade school in Willoughby, Ohio; graduated 
from Willoughby Union High School, Willoughby, Ohio, in 
June, 1953. Received a Bachelor of Science in Home Economics 
Degree from Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, with a t1Sjor in 
Home Economics Education in June, 1957. Received a Master 
of Science Degree from Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, 
Oklahoma, with a major in Family Relations and Child 
Development in July, 1970. Completed requirements for the 
Doctor of Education Degree July 29, 1977. 
Professional Experience: Vocational Home Economics Teacher, Clyde 
High School, Clyde, Ohio, 1958-1961; Home Economics Teacher, 
Avon High School, Avon, Ohio, 1961-1963; Graduate Teaching 
Assistant, Department of Family Relations and Child Develop-
ment, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma, 1969-
1972; Assistant Professor, Department of Home Economics, 
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas, 1972~1977. 
Professional Organizations: American Home Economics Association, 
Omicron Nu, Phi Upsilon Omicron, Society for Research in 
Child Development, National Council on Family Relations, 
National Association for the Education of Young Children, 
Southern Association on Children Under Six. 
